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(front)
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LADY GRIZ BASKETBALL
DATE

O PPO N E N T

TIME

SITE

JANUARY

GRIZZLY MEN'S BASKETBALL
DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

SITE

1 0 :0 5 p .m . F ield H o u s e

JANUARY

2

a t W e b e r S ta te

7 :3 0 p .m .

2

W e b e r S ta te

4

a t I d a h o S ta te

7 :3 0 p .m .

4

I d a h o S ta te

7 :0 5 p .m . F ield H o u s e

E a s te r n W a s h i n g t o n

7 :0 0 p .m .

11

a t E a s te r n W a s h i n g t o n

8 :3 5 p .m .

11

(ESPN)

17

M o n ta n a S ta te

7 :0 0 p .m . F ield H o u s e

18

M o n ta n a S ta te

8 :0 5 p .m .

23

a t Id a h o

8 :3 0 p .m .

23

Id a h o

7 :0 5 p .m . F ield H o u s e

25

a t B oise

7 :3 0 p .m .

25

B o ise S ta te

7 :0 5 p .m . F ie ld H o u s e

30

N o r t h e r n A r iz o n a

7 :0 0 p .m .

30

a t N o r th e r n A r iz o n a

7 :0 5 p .m .

1

N evada

7 :0 0 p .m . F ie ld H o u s e

1

a t N evada

8 :3 5 p .m .

6

I d a h o S ta te

7 :0 0 p .m . F ield H o u s e

6

a t I d a h o S ta te

7 :3 5 p .m .

8

W e b e r S ta te

7 :0 0 p .m . F ield H o u s e

8

a t W e b e r S ta te

7 :3 5 p .m .

13

a t E a s te r n W a s h i n g t o n

8 :3 0 p .m .

13

E a s te r n W a s h in g to n

7 :0 5 p .m . F ield H o u s e

21

a t M o n t a n a S ta te

7 :3 0 p .m .

22

a t M o n t a n a S ta te

7 :3 5 p .m .

27

B o ise S ta te

7 :0 0 p .m . F ield H o u s e

27

a t B o ise S ta te

7 :0 5 p .m .

29

Id a h o

7 :0 0 p .m .

29

a t Id a h o

8 :3 5 p .m .

5

at N evada

8 :0 0 p .m .

5

N evada

7 :0 5 p .m . F ie ld H o u s e

7

a t N o r th e r n A r iz o n a

7 :0 0 p .m .

7

N o r t h e r n A r iz o n a

7 :0 5 p .m . F ie ld H o u s e

Big S ky T o u r n a m e n t

TBA

Big S k y T o u r n a m e n t

TBA

F ield H o u s e

FEBRUARY

FEBRUARY

F ield H o u s e

MARCH

1 3 -1 4

F ield H o u s e

MARCH

1 2 -1 3 -1 4

Clean, Comfortable Accommodations
at Reasonable Rates!
H erb & Sheila B arney M anagers

A
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By Jane Easter Bahls

Using two National Science Foundation grants UM professors will work
with other Montana math educators to design new math curricula for the
nation’s kids.

A lum ni A s s o c ia tio n
Board
Frank Shaw, '64, President,
Great Falls

15 COLLECTING THE PAST
By Kristin Rodine

Dorothy Pemberton Laird,
'63, President-Elect,
Whitefish
Tom McElwain, ’68, Vice
President, Butte

Page 15

Two extensive collections from early local photographers R. H. McKay
and K. D. Swan are among the largest ever donated to the UM archives.
16 JA PA N ESE EXPERIENCE
By Elizabeth Ichizawa

Bill Beaman, ’67, 7 2 , Past
President, Helena

Four female UM students give numerous impressions of a country they
found both frustrating and intriguing.

Elaine H uber A dam s, ’60,
Lakewood, C O

19 HOMECOMING 1 9 9 1

Lou O. Aleksich Jr., ’63,
Billings

By Todd Goodrich

Bill Brenner, 7 9 , Sidney

Homecoming moments are captured by the University photographer.
20 RESEARCH AT A GLANCE

Paul Caine, ’56, Bonita,

CA
Joan Watts D atsopoulos,
'66, Missoula
Gail Paige G ood, ’62, Fort
Benton

Features
12 TAKING THE MYSTERY OUT OF MATH

By Jane Easter Bahls
Page 20

Dick Hughes, 7 4 , Missoula
Dennis Iverson, ’67, Helena

UM collected a record $10.04 million in research grants for 1990-91; ten
projects are highlighted.
22 LIFE IS AN ADVENTURE

Joe M cDonald, ’58, ’65, ’82,
Ronan

By Paddy O ’Connell MacDonald

Barbara Barker Parker, 7 3 ,
’82, C u t Bank

Alumna Barbara Streit Koessler ’42 has been everywhere and done it all.
24 SOVIET STUDENTS TASTE AMERICAN LIFE

Marilyn Shope Peterson,
'57, Seattle, WA

By Kristin Rodine

Karl Rogge, 7 4 , Miles C ity

Three Soviet students reflect on happenings at home and comment on
life in Missoula.

Don Stanaway, ’52, Billings
Jim Wylder, ’51, G reat Falls

Page 22
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P lea se h e lp : If th e person
named on th e address label
has moved, could whoever
has received this magazine
send th e A lum ni Office that
person’s new address and
phone number? T h e A lum ni
address is listed above.

i E ° ver: Design by Missoula
Graphic Artist Roger Parchen
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trammg cam/), photographed by R.H. McKay during the winter of 1918, was on the current site of the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library.
he buildings behind the camp were Simpkins Hall, right, built in 1918 and tom down in I960; and Cook Hall, left, built in 1918 and burned down in 1965. As The
University of Montana prepares to celebrate its 100th birthday in 1993, the M o n ta n a n magazine will run historical photos and features to build interest in the Centennial.
1he nine-month Centennial Celebration will kick off on Charter Day, Feb. 17, 1993, and end on Homecoming, Oct. 2, 1993.
Courtesy of UM archives

BUSINESS BUILDING PLANS PROCEED
The new School of Business
Administration building took another
step forward with the naming of the
Helena architectural firm of L’Heureux
Page Werner P.C. to design the
building.
The 1991 Legislature authorized the
University to build a $15,486,000
facility. Of that amount, $604,705 was
appropriated by the Legislature;
$13,022,975 will be raised through the
sale of bonds. The University must
raise the remaining $1,858,320.
Two building sites are being
considered: the parking lot directly
behind University Hall, where the
business building would form a
quadrangle with the library, the
University Center and University Hall;
and the open area on the southwest
corner of campus at the intersection of
Beckwith and Arthur avenues. A final
decision on the location is expected
sometime early in 1992.
Following site selection, the
architects will design plans, completing
their work by November 1992.
Construction bids will be let in spring
1993, and work will begin shortly after
that.
The current business building was
built in 1950. By 1975, when the
school served 850 business majors, it
was generally considered to have
MONTANAN • WINTER 1992

reached capacity. This year UM has
two thousand students majoring in
business—the size of the entire UM
student body when the building was
constructed. Many business classes
meet in other campus buildings, and
more than half the business faculty
have their offices in other buildings.
School of Business Administration
Dean Larry Gianchetta says the new
facility will take advantage of new
educational technology. For instance,
several of the classrooms will have
electronic desks with computer
keyboards, allowing students to
respond to questions by entering their
answers in the computer. A computer
screen replacing the traditional
blackboard will show what percentage
of the class answered correctly.
The new building will also include
two television studio classrooms.
Students in televised classes that air
simultaneously at Eastern Montana
College in Billings will no longer have
to meet in a Telecommunications
Center studio.
Dean Gianchetta says he also wants
to locate the Montana
Entrepreneurship Center in the new
building. The center, which responded
to more than 1,000 requests for help
during its first year, is now in McGill
Hall. ■

NEW PROVOST

Robert L. Kindrick took his post
Jan. 1 as UM ’s provost and vice presi
dent for academic affairs, leaving the
same position at Eastern Illinois
University.
He succeeds Don
Habbe, UM pro
vost since 1987 and
vice president for
academic affairs
since 1977.
A top priority in
the UM job, Kindrick says, will be
Robert L. Kindrick
“maintaining and
enhancing the quality of academic pro-*
grams in the face of limited resources.”
Kindrick had held the Eastern Il
linois post since 1987. Before that, he _
was the vice president for academic af
fairs at Kansas’ Emporia State Univer-1
sity, dean of the College of Arts and J
Sciences at Western Illinois University 1
and head of the English department at
Central Missouri State University. He $
has also been an English professor at |
those three universities.
He earned a doctorate in medieval j
literature at the University of Texas, a
master’s degree in Renaissance
literature at the University of Missouri.
at Kansas City and a bachelor’s degreel
in English and political science at
Missouri’s Park College.*

Around the Uval
SHORTFALL PROMPTS TUITION INCREASE
The University’s financial situation
in 1991 was a virtual revenue roller
coaster ride. Appropriations for the
University System were not decided by
the Legislature until the final hours of
the biennial session. When the dust
had settled, it became apparent that
Montana’s universities had finally
made some gains. Increased funding
from the Legislature brought UM from
66 percent to 81 percent of peer-level
funding (budgets at comparable-sized
schools in neighboring states).
But the celebration was short-lived.
In August the governor’s budget
director announced that lagging tax
collections suggested a projected
revenue shortfall of about $71 million
by mid-1993. The governor asked all
state agencies, including the
universities, to cut 8 percent from
their budgets in each of the next two
years.
As the universities anguished over
possible budget cuts, UM opened the
academic year with a record 10,788
students. To meet the burgeoning
student enrollment, scores of new class
sections were added and temporary
support staff hired, costing the
University more than $1 million in
additional expense. Dormitories were
overflowing, with some students
temporarily housed in study lounge
areas. The Financial Aid Office added

six new staff people and went into
double shifts.
In September President George
Dennison, presidents of the other
system schools and the commissioner
of higher education all told the Board
of Regents they simply could not meet
the mandated 8 percent cuts. Instead,
the regents agreed to meet 24 percent
of the revenue shortfall, a figure
corresponding to the percentage of the
state’s general fund that goes to higher
education. This means a 5 percent cut
for each institution. UM’s share is
about $1.9 million.
In a November meeting the regents
chose a plan that increased UM’s
tuition by $7.50 per credit hour while
cutting its budget by $562,251. The
budget reduction began in November.
The tuition surcharge took effect this
month, the beginning of winter
quarter. Before the surcharge Montana
residents paid $26 per credit hour at
UM. The $7.50 per credit hour
increase equates to $105 more for
fourteen credits. Dennison proposed a
$100,000 emergency loan fund for
students who can’t meet the rise in
tuition. ■
NOTE: As we went to press a lawsuit challenging
the governor’s authority to order cuts in the state
budget was upheld in Helena District Court. The
court action will probably necessitate a special
legislative session in January to deal with the budget.

1 9 9 0 GRADUATES SUCCEED IN JOB HUNT
A recent survey by UM’s Office of
Career Services indicates 83 percent of
UM’s 1990 bachelor’s degree recipients
either found jobs in their fields or
pursued activities of their choice.
The figure for master’s degree
recipients was 95 percent. For doctoral
recipients, including students who
earned law degrees, the number was 93
percent.
More graduates chose to work in
Montana than had the year before: 58
percent of the graduates with
bachelor’s degrees, up 12 percent; 65
percent of the graduates with master’s
degrees, up 4 percent; and 70 percent
of the graduates with doctoral degrees,
up 3 percent.
The 1990 graduates earned slightly
more on average than did the previous
year’s graduates, the survey shows.
Bachelor’s recipients earned an average
of $20,228, compared with $19,713,
and master’s recipients earned an

average of $25,335, up from $24,021.
Doctoral recipients earned an average
of $30,800, up from $28,464.
In-state salaries continued to lag
behind out-of-state salaries. For
bachelor’s recipients, the annual
salaries averaged $17,946 in state and
$23,037 out of state. For master’s
recipients, the comparison was $24,896
vs. $26,122. Doctoral recipients’
salaries showed the biggest difference:
The in-state figure was $26,941; the
out-of-state, $40,125.
Thirty-three percent of the graduates
found jobs in business or industry,
26.5 percent in education, 16.5 percent
in government, 6.4 percent in medical
institutions and 5.8 percent in
professional organizations.
The survey contains responses from
summer 1989 through spring 1990 UM
graduates. Sixty-one percent of the
graduating class at all degree levels
took part in the survey. ■

PAUL LAUREN
NAMED MONTANA’S
1991 PROFESSOR
OF THE YEAR

Paul Lauren

University of Montana history
Professor Paul Lauren has been named
Montana’s 1991 Professor of the Year
by the Council for Advancement and
Support of Education.
Lauren is one of forty-four faculty
members across the United States and
Canada honored in 1991 by the
CASE Professor of the Year program,
which salutes outstanding
undergraduate instructors.
“I’m deeply honored by this award,”
Lauren says. But, he adds, “I would
prefer to see it as a confirmation of the
importance of undergraduate education
as well as a recognition of The
University of Montana.”
Colleagues and former students who
advocated Lauren’s selection as
Professor of the Year cited his
scholarship, international prominence
and contributions as the founding
director of UM’s Maureen and Mike
Mansfield Center. But, most of all,
they stressed his commitment to
teaching—a commitment that
prompted his return to full-time
teaching this past fall.
Lauren has been on UM’s faculty
since 1974, teaching courses in
diplomatic history, ethics and
international relations. He earned
master’s and doctoral degrees in
history and political science from
Stanford University and a bachelor’s
degree from the University of
Washington.
Last March he was named UM’s first
Regents Professor, a lifetime
professorship awarded for outstanding
teaching, research and service. He won
the University’s Most Inspirational
Faculty Member Award in 1985, and
his Power and Prejudice: The Politics and
Diplomacy of Racial Discrimination was
named Outstanding Book of 1989 by
Choice magazine. ■
MONTANAN • WINTER 1992
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FOURTH ANNUAL UM BUS TOUR
The fourth annual UM bus tour
Sept. 9-12, dubbed the Copper, Silver
and Gold Grizzly Tour, took UM
administrators, faculty, staff and
students on a four-day road show to
central and southwestern Montana.
They met with high school students
and counselors, alumni, community
leaders and colleagues.
Traveling in a chartered bus, two
vans and a passenger car, the forty-one
UM representatives leapfrogged across
some 800 miles, stopping in eighteen
communities and visiting with students
from thirty-eight high schools. Tour
members also participated in five
alumni receptions, four community
development meetings and two
prospective student functions.
It was not uncommon for three or
four events to be going on at once.
While President George Dennison and
School of Business Administration
Dean Larry Gianchetta met with
community leaders to discuss access to
the University’s economic resources,
UM faculty members taught facsimile
college classes at area high schools.
At a time when college enrollments
are down across the country, UM has
seen record enrollments each of the
past two years. Some analysts attribute
the increase in part to the personal

attention students receive during the
bus tour.
For a graduating high school
student, particularly one from a rural
school, college can be an intimidating
option. But the opportunity to meet
with UM professors and take a couple
of sample college classes can go a long
way in building a student’s confidence.
Topics covered in classes offered by
the professors on this year’s tour
included Montana history, changes in
the Soviet Union, the Bill of Rights,
auditioning for the theater, managing a
budget and college study skills.
Included also was a physics
demonstration, which unintentionally
provided one of the tour’s lighter
moments. A t one high school the tour
bus waited an extra fifteen minutes
while a UM physics lab technician
cleaned egg off the ceiling of a
classroom where he had failed to
demonstrate the egg’s structural
integrity. ■

Editor's note: A reporter from the C hronicle of
H igher E ducation, a biweekly journal read by
educators throughout the country, accompanied the
tour for two days. His story appeared in the O ct.
16 C hronicle. It characterized the bus tour as a
primary reason for the freshman enrollment increase
at U M , particularly from rural high schools.

Greg Johnson, artistic director of the Montana Repertory Theatre, speaks to students
at Butte Central High School during UM ’s bus tour across Montana.
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MONTANA, ALBERTA
DISCUSS TUITION
AGREEMENT

Educational opportunities for
students in Montana and Alberta,
Canada, may be expanded in the near 1
future through a proposed reciprocal
tuition agreement.
1
Exploratory discussions about a
cooperative agreement were included I
in an October meeting of the
I
Montana/Alberta Boundary Advisory |
Committee.
If established, the agreement would
enable Montana and Alberta students 3
to enroll in universities across the
border without paying full out-of-state t
tuition, says UM President George
Dennison, who represented the
Montana University System at the
Calgary meeting. The discounted rate
would make it easier for students to
gain admittance to programs
unavailable at their home institutions, ]
he says.
UM already has strong ties with
Alberta, Dennison says, noting that
forty-two Albertans—about 10 percent
of the University’s total international
student population—are currently
enrolled. About 330 University alumni :
live in Alberta.
Reciprocal tuition agreements are
already in force elsewhere along the
U.S.-Canada border. Minnesota has
an agreement with Manitoba, North
Dakota with Saskatchewan and
Washington with British Columbia. ■

Around the Oval

BROWNING WOMAN
NAMED UM’S FIRST
BLACKFEET SCHOLAR
Valerie Running Fisher of Browning
is UM’s first Blackfeet Scholar,
receiving the Earl Old Person
Scholarship and its $5,000 annual
stipend.
She entered UM this fall as a junior
majoring in social work. Last spring
she graduated from Blackfeet
Community College as salutatorian of
her class.
A single mother with a six-year-old
daughter, Running Fisher worked full
time in a lay advocate position as a
public defender in Blackfeet Tribal
Court while attending college. She
plans to attend law school after
earning her bachelor’s degree.
The scholarship, which goes to an
active Blackfeet tribal member, was
established to encourage top Blackfeet
scholars. Named for Blackfeet Nation
Chief Earl Old Person, the scholarship
is renewable for up to four years. ■

EDUCATION SCHOOL
LANDS GRANT FOR
SPECIAL PROGRAM
UM’s School of Education has
landed a three-year federal grant to
train special education teachers at both
the undergraduate and graduate levels.
This should be good news for
Montana schools having trouble
recruiting enough of such teachers,
particularly now that a new law
requires all schools to serve children
with disabilities who are at least three
years old.
The U.S. Department of Education
will provide $70,753 for the first year
of the program. UM’s contribution in
faculty salaries and additional funding
will boost the total to $103,872.
The grant will support new courses
in assessment and curriculum and
working with families. All courses will
include intensive practical experiences
with community agencies and schools
that serve children with disabilities and
their families.
Taking part in the Montana Early
Childhood Special Education teacher
training program will be an option for
UM special education majors
beginning in January 1992. ■

Earl Old Person, right, congratulates Valerie Running Fisher, U M ’s first Blackfeet Scholar, as President
George Dennison looks on.

MICROBIOLOGIST
TO REVIEW NIH
GRANT PROPOSALS
Microbiology Professor Ralph Judd
recently began a four-year term review
ing grant proposals for the National
Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Md.
Judd, who will
stay in Missoula,
was chosen for the
job on the basis of
his achievements in
microbiology. He’s
done research and
published exten
sively on the struc
ture of gonorrhea
Ralph Judd
bacteria.
On UM’s faculty since 1982, Judd
continues to work on genetic ap
proaches to developing a gonorrhea
vaccine at NIH’s Rocky Mountain
Laboratory in Hamilton. He also
researches bacterial protein structure
and function and works with
ChromatoChem Inc., a Missoula
biotechnology firm, to find ways of
removing toxic heavy metals from
mine water.
In addition, he’s the associate direc
tor of UM’s core molecular biology
facility, which provides protein and
DNA sequencing and synthesis for the
University System and researchers
around the state.
Judd earned doctoral and master’s
degrees in microbiology at UM. ■

TREATM ENT CENTER
More than $8,000 had been raised as
of Nov. 20 to build a new athletic
treatment center at The University of
Montana, dedicated to the memory of
the late Naseby Rhinehart.
Rhinehart, who served forty-seven
years as UM’s athletic trainer, died
June 11. He’d spent sixty years of his
life in close association with UM.
Former Grizzly athlete Keith
Peterson, a physician at Seattle’s
Sports Medicine Clinic, chairs the
appeal for contributions to the center,
which will be located beneath the east
balcony in UM’s Dahlberg Arena.
The goal is $100,000. Major gifts sent
to the Rhinehart Athletic Treatment
Center Fund at the Department of
Intercollegiate Athletics will be
recognized on a commemorative plaque
at the center. ■

2621 BROOKS • MISSOULA
406/721-9359 FAX: 406/721-9026
TOLL FREE: 1-800-800-5702
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MCH CELEBRATES
TW ENTY YEARS
The Montana Committee for the
Humanities celebrates twenty years of
vital support for art, literature and
public-policy discussions in Montana
this year.
Founded in 1972, the committee has
awarded more than $4 million in
grants for projects as diverse as “The
Last Best Place,” an anthology of
Montana writers; “Beyond Columbus:
The Rediscovery of the Americas,” a
workshop exploring the legacy of
Christopher Columbus; and a speakers’
bureau, which pays the fee and travel
expenses of Montanans to speak
around the state on topics like the
Middle East and the West, Native
Americans, public-policy issues and the
revolution in Eastern Europe.
Margaret Kingsland, executive
director of MCH since 1974, says her
committee is the “single most
important source of funds in Montana
to promote public humanities debate.
“The citizens of a democracy
urgently need opportunities to think
critically, debate and analyze
information in public forums,” she
says.
MCH is housed in Brantly Hall on
The University of Montana campus,
although it is not otherwise affiliated
with UM. It receives most of its
money from the National Endowment
for the Humanities, but the federal
funds must be matched by money
from other sources.
While MCH relies heavily on private
donations, Kingsland says continuing
government support of the humanities
is critical.
“The humanities should be publicly
supported because they give people the
means with which to solve problems,”
she says. “They are more important
than guns. They feed the spirit and are
as important as food and health.”
To commemorate MCH’s twentieth
anniversary, Missoula artist Monte
Dolack created a poster, “Landscapes
of the Mind,” featuring sandhill cranes
in flight. ■

6
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Monte Dolack works on “Landscapes of the Mind,” commissioned by the Montana Committee for the Humanities
to commemorate its twentieth anniversary in 1992.

UM ESTABLISHES TIES W ITH B EUZE COLLEGE
The University learned in September
it has received a five-year, $500,000
grant from the United States Agency
for International Development to
establish strong ties between UM and
the University College of Belize in
Central America.
UM is one of thirteen U.S. colleges
and universities to receive USAID’s
University Development Linkage
Program grants, which are being
offered for the first time this year.
Seventy-nine institutions applied.
The project has a total budget of
$1.8 million, with supplemental
contributions from the Belizean
government, various non-governmental
organizations in Belize, the Lewis and
Clark National Forest and in-kind
contributions from UM.
It will primarily fund efforts in the

field of natural resource conservation
and management at UCB and other
Belizean institutions. It will also
support UM’s commitment to
increased international opportunities
for faculty, staff and students.
“We will send faculty to work in
Belize, both in a teaching capacity and
in a training capacity, and we will
receive young Belizean faculty here to
study for advanced degrees at The
University of Montana,” says Peter
Koehn, director of international
programs at UM. Exchanges should
get under way by spring.
UM and UCB faculty will also
collaborate on research projects, and
there will be opportunities for UM
students to gain practical experience in
Belize. ■

Around the Oval

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
NAMES FOUR NEW
BOARD MEMBERS
The University of Montana Alumni
Association has named four new
members to its board of directors: Joe
McDonald of Ronan, Barbara Barker
Parker of Cut Bank, Dennis Iverson of
Helena and Dick Hughes of Missoula.

Joe McDonald

Dennis Iverson

From 1990 to 1991 he was the acting
deputy director of the department and
a consultant to Gov. Stan Stephens’
administration on natural resources
and environmental issues. As a state
representative during 1979-1989, he
served on committees dealing with
water policy, natural resources and
environmental quality. From 1967 to
1989 he ran a diversified family-held
farm and ranch corporation.
Hughes has worked for D.A.
Davidson and Co. since 1974, serving
as the branch manager vice president
since 1982. Before joining the
investment firm, he was a smoke
jumper in Alaska, Montana and Idaho
for 10 years. Since 1986, he’s taught
finance and portfolio management as a
visiting instructor at the University.
He’s also served on the Missoulian
Advisory Board and the YMCA board
of directors.
He earned two business degrees at
UM: a bachelor’s in 1973 and a
master’s in 1974. ■

UM NAMES DIRECTOR
OF NATIVE AMERICAN
STUDIES PROGRAM
Barbara Parker

Dick Hughes

McDonald, president of the Salish
Kootenai College in Pablo since 1978,
received three degrees from UM: a
bachelor’s in education in 1958, a
master’s in health and physical
education in 1965 and a doctorate in
education in 1982.
Born in St. Ignatius, he was a
freshman basketball coach at UM
j during 1964-65. In 1989 he received
UM’s Distinguished Alumnus Award.
A councilman for the Confederated
Salish and Kootenai Tribes from 1974
to 1982, McDonald now is the
president of the American Indian
L Higher Education Consortium and a
I consultant for the Kellogg
I Foundation’s health programs.
Parker, superintendent of Cut Bank
I public schools since 1990, has also
I been the assistant superintendent of
I Columbia Falls public schools. She’s
I been director of the Cut Bank
I Chamber of Commerce, president of
I the Columbia Falls Chamber of
I Commerce and chair of the Hamilton
I public schools* board of trustees.
She earned two education degrees at
I UM: a bachelor’s in 1973 and a
I master’s in 1982.
Iverson, who earned a bachelor’s
I degree in business administration at
UM in 1967, is the director of the
state Department of Health and
I Environmental Sciences.

I

I

Bonnie Craig of Browning became
director of UM’s Native American
Studies Program in July 1991, after
serving as acting director since
September 1990.
She succeeds
Henrietta Mann,
on leave for the
1991-92 academic
year in
Washington, D.C.,
working on amend
ments to the
American Indian
Bonnie Craig
Religious Freedom
Act. Mann will re
main a professor of Native American
studies.
Before becoming the acting director
of and a counselor for the program,
Craig worked for three years as a
court administrator and judge for the
Blackfeet Tribal Court in Browning.
Craig has also been a law clerk for
the Native American Rights Fund in
Boulder, Colo., and a minority
recruiter for UM’s law school. She’s
been a consultant and trainer for the
National Indian Justice Center in
Petaluma, Calif.
A member of the Blackfeet tribe,
Craig, earned two degrees at UM: a
juris doctorate in 1988 and a
bachelor’s in social work in 1983. ■

FALL ENROLLMENT
LEAPS TO RECORD
1 0 .7 8 8 STUDENTS
UM’s enrollment leaped to a record
10.788
students this fall quarter—733
more students than the previous
record from fall quarter 1990.
The new figure represents about a
7.3 percent increase over the prior
year. The full-time equivalent
enrollment increased even more than
the head-count enrollment—9,473
compared with 8,810 last fall.
“Under almost any circumstances,
this is good news, for it signifies the
continued attractiveness of the
University to prospective students,”
President George Dennison says. “The
high correlation of FTE to head-count
increase means we have served the
students as well as attracted them.
Those students found classes.”
That students found classes is indeed
good news. Many courses between the
popular hours of 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
were filled by the first week in
September, causing administrators
concern about accommodating the 500
or so students who traditionally
register in late September.
Freshman enrollment increased
most—16 percent over fall 1990. The
number of graduate students went up
7 percent.
The fall enrollment continues a
steady upward trend at UM. Students
enrolled at UM in record numbers
during each quarter of the 1990-91
academic year. The 1991 summer
session also saw an increase in
enrollment—2,699 students compared
with 2,597 during summer 1990.
Dennison attributes rising enrollment
to the efforts of New Student Services
staff and other administrators.
“Obviously, high-school students,
counselors, teachers and transfer
students perceive the University to be
a place to find an education of high
quality,” he says. ■

COMING EVEN TS
Foresters’ B all—Jan. 23-25
Charter D ay—Feb. 20
C om m encem ent—June 6
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The 1991 Excellence Fund business drive began Oct. 8 and concluded Dec. 31. By
Nov 20 the drive had reached its goal of $175,000. Pictured above are members
of the business drive steering committee. Back row from left: Gary Chumrau 77,
Trudy Samuelson, Doug Bardwell '73, Janet Stevens, Kathy Ogren ’70, Bob Burke

’54, Ernie Corrick ’48, David Taumey x’44. Front row from left: Max Murphy,
Jan Parks Cogdill ’82, Bill Reynolds '52, Bob Seim ’59, Dee Laine, Faye Warren
76, Paul Sepp and Andy Lukes ’65, M.A. 76.

UM FOUNDATION SELECTS SEVEN NEW BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEMBERS
The University of Montana
Foundation elected and appointed
seven new members to its 36-person
board of trustees during its fall
meeting. Elected to three-year terms
were:
• Ted R. Burton of Corpus Christi,
Texas, and Poison. A retired Exxon
Corp. executive, he earned a
bachelor’s degree in chemistry at UM
in 1949.
• W. Bruce Cook of Mendham, N.J.
An Exxon Corp. executive, he earned
a bachelor’s degree in history/political
science and economics in 1957 and
was UM’s 14th Rhodes scholar.
• Dan Lambros of Missoula. A
Lambros Realty broker/owner, he
earned two degrees at UM: a
bachelor’s in business administration in
8
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1953 and a juris doctorate in 1958.
• Mary Ellen Cawley Turmell of
Rolling Hills Estates, Calif. She earned
a bachelor’s degree in history at UM
in 1964.
• Frederick Watson of Evanston, 111.
Vice president of planning for
Coldwell Banker Real Estate, he
earned a bachelor’s degree in business
administration at UM in 1970.
• Carl Yeckel of Dallas, Texas.
President of the King Foundation, he
received two degrees from UM: a
bachelor’s in history in 1966 and a
master’s in the field in 1969.
Re-elected to three-year terms were
Tom Boone of Missoula and Janet Cox
of Port Townsend, Wash. Boone is a
partner in the law firm Boone Karlberg
&. Haddon. Cox, who earned

bachelor’s degrees in journalism and
history at UM in 1963, is the president
of Exclamation Point Advertising in
Billings.
Marilyn Shope Peterson of Seattle
was appointed to complete a former
board member’s term, which will
expire in 1993. An author and
nutritionist, she earned a bachelor’s
degree in home economics at UM in
1957.
The UM Foundation, the official
fund-raising arm of the University, was
established in 1951 and manages more
than $22 million in assets. Board
members are volunteers who set policy
for UM’s fund-raising programs and
oversee the operation of the
foundation. ■

Around the Oval

GRANTS, GIFTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
■ The Montana Entrepreneurship
Center received a $15,000 grant and a
$5,000 gift during fall quarter.
ARCO renewed its support of
economic development in Montana
with a $15,000 grant to MEC. This is
the second year in a row ARCO has
funded the center.
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts &. Co., one
of the foremost leveraged buy-out
companies in the country, gave MEC
$5,000.
The center is a cooperative venture
of The University of Montana,
Montana State University and Eastern
Montana College. It has a computer
database listing more than 2,500
programs, services, facilities and
individual experts that can help
business people.
In its first year, the center received
more than 1,000 requests for
assistance.

■ The Dennis R. Washington
Foundation recently gave $5,000 to the
University of Montana Rodeo Club to
provide scholarships for team members
during the 1991-92 academic year.
The UM rodeo team is not part of
the University athletic department so
must find money elsewhere. Last
spring, the club received an
anonymous donation of $100,000 to
establish a scholarship endowment, but
actual scholarships from it will not be
available until next year. The
Washington Foundation gift can be
used immediately. ■

PRANKS A LOT
Undergraduate tomfoolery and shenanigans
have always been a part of life at UM. These
days, pranks like stealing Bertha the moose from
the foresters, building an outhouse on the roof
of the law building or painting the “M” pink are
in. But undoubtedly every generation has had its
share of clandestine capers.
We’d like to do a lighthearted story on student
mischief through the years. Assuming that as a
student you didn’t spend all your time in serious
study—your letters home to the contrary—we’re
asking you to dredge from memory your longforgotten escapades and send us your anecdote.
You’re well past the statute of limitations, so
we won’t rescind your diploma.
Address envelopes to Montanan, Office of
News and Publications, Brandy Hall 317, The
University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.

■ UM alums Joan Watts Datsopoulos
’66 and Milt Datsopoulos ’62, J.D. *65,
of Missoula have established an annual
$1,000 scholarship at the UM
Foundation in memory of their son,
Dino.
Dino Datsopoulos died in a skiing
accident in 1980 at age thirteen.
The Dino Datsopoulos Memorial
Scholarship will go to a student with
good grades and financial need. The
recipient must also have graduated
from Missoula’s Sentinel High School
and participated in non-academic
activities.
The Datsopouloses have sponsored
this scholarship since 1985, but until
now it was administered by Sentinel
High School. UM will begin offering
the scholarship through the freshman
scholarship program in spring 1992.
■ Donald Orlich *53, Ph.D. *63, and
Patricia Orlich *61 of Pullman, Wash.,
recently established an endowed
scholarship at The University of
Montana Foundation. The scholarship
was established with $10,500—$10,000
for the endowment and $500 to make
the scholarship available in the spring
of 1992 for the next academic year.
The Orlich Scholarship will go to an
outstanding upper-division education
major. Preference will be given to a
Butte High School graduate.

Missoula native and senior defensive tackle, Thad Huse (#65), works to get past an Eastern Washington lineman.
Huse, the Grizzlies fourth leading tackier with sixty-two, was an all-district academic selection. He is the son
of Richard x’63 and Marilyn Huse of Missoula. Richard Huse played football at UM in the '60s.
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VOLLEYBALL TEAM MAKES HISTORY
by Linda McCarthy
assistant director of sports information
For the first tim e in Big Sky C onference
history, T h e U niversity o f M o n ta n a ’s Lady
G riz volleyball team w on th e regular season
a n d to u rn am en t title w ith a perfect league
record o f 16-0. W ith a 26-3 overall record,
th e team w on 22 straight m atches to earn
th eir second consecutive appearance in the
N C A A C ham pionships.
A t press tim e, th e Lady G riz were
scheduled to play fourth-ranked U niversity
o f th e Pacific in S to ck to n , C alif., o n Dec.
6, w ith th e w inner going o n to play the
w inner o f th e H aw aii-Southw est T exas
m atch. Last year U O P defeated U M in
th ree games 15-3, 15-10 a n d 15-9.
“1 know it would be a huge upset, b u t I
know we have a chance,” U M head coach
D ick Scott says o f th e U O P rem atch. “ I
feel good a b o u t o u r team a n d th e way we
have played do w n th e stretch. ... W e’re
seasoned now , a n d I feel like we’re playing
better th a n last year.”
U M was ranked fifth in th e N C A A
N orthw est Regional Poll th ro u g h o u t m ost
o f th e season, a n d Volleyball Monthly

ranked the Lady Griz nineteenth in the
nation.
Scott, who was recently named co-Coach
of the Year by American Volleyball
Coaches Association, attributes his team’s
success to the 1991 senior class.
“There is no doubt that this year’s
leadership is coming from the seniors,” he
says. “We are so much closer than any
team I have ever coached at UM, and it’s
all a credit to those kids.”
Three of UM’s seniors are nationally
ranked in individual categories. Setter Ann
Schwenke of Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, is
ranked ninth in the nation in assists, and
outside hitters Kathy Young of Missoula
and Angie Bellinger of Spokane, Wash.,
are fourth and eleventh in the nation in
digs.
Schwenke, an accounting major with a
3.6 grade-point average, was recently
named to the GTE District VII all
academic volleyball team. All four senior
players were named to the Big Sky all
conference and all-tournament teams, and
Schwenke was named tournament MVP
and Big Sky MVP. ■

GRIZ GRIDDERS FINISH SECOND IN BIG SKY
by Dave Guffey, director of sports information
Before th e 1991 football season the
U niversity o f M o n ta n a Grizzlies were
picked to finish from fo u rth to n in th place
in th e Big Sky C onference. B ut head coach
D o n R ead’s team surprised m any preseason
prognosticators, going 7-4 overall and
finishing second in th e Big Sky w ith a 6-2
record.
It was M o n ta n a ’s second straight 7-4
record and R ead’s sixth straight w inning
season in as m any years at th e helm . Read,
w ho saw his record against arch rival
M o n ta n a S tate im prove to 6-0 w ith a hardfought, 16-9 w in in Bozem an, is now U M ’s
th ird w inningest coach w ith a 45-24 record.
His Big Sky record is 32-16.
For th e second straight year, th e Grizzlies
were left o u t o f th e I-A A playoffs, although
third-place ieague finisher W eber State
received a n at-large b erth . M o n tan a
defeated W eber 47-38 this season and came
w ithin inches o f w inning th e Big Sky title,
losing 35-28 to first-ranked a n d undefeated
N evada in double overtim e.
“W e were close (to a league title), and
we feel pleased ab o u t th e way th e kids
w ent about it a n d o u r im provem ent,” Read
says. “T h e kids gave us a to n o f effort and
h a d a n excellent attitude.
“O n e of th e sad things ab o u t n o t getting
in th e playoffs is th a t I th in k o u r team was
playing so well,” h e says, “ a n d we were at
a p o in t where I th in k we could have
com peted well in th e national playoffs.”
R ead to o k Grizzly team s to th e playoffs in
1988 a n d 1989.
His 1991 Grizzlies finished th e season in
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w inning style. M o n ta n a w on five o f its last
six games after com piling a so-so 2-3 record
in its first five games.
D uring th e 1991 season U M set o r tied
21 school records, th e bulk o f them by
ju n io r q uarterback Brad Lebo, senior
receiver M arvin T u rk , a n d senior placekicker Kirk D uce.
Lebo, from Post Falls, Idaho, com pleted
252 o f 457 passes for 3,384 yards—all
single-season m arks. H e bro k e Kalispell
native G rady B ennett’s 1989 passing record
o f 3,091 yards.
“ Brad had a great year, a n d I just
th o u g h t th e offense cam e from now here to
be very com petitive,” Read says. “O n e
th in g I’d like to m ake a point o f is th a t I
th o u g h t th e defense really played well all
year a n d gave th e offense a chance to
grow. A s o u r offense im proved, it was the
defense th a t gave them th e opportunity.
T h a t defense was a fine b u n c h o f kids and
ju st played as well as we could ever expect
them to play.”
T u rk , from Sacram ento, C alif., h a d 53
catches for 1,047 yards, ju st breaking M ike
Rice’s 1986 record o f 1,046 receiving yards.
Duce, from M issoula, set career records of
277 points, 48 field goals a n d 136
conversions. A t o n e point h e ’d kicked 56
straight point-after-touchdow n conversions.
C h a d Lem bke, a ju n io r inside linebacker
from Butte, h a d a team -leading 121 tackles.
S ophom ore free safety T o d d Ericson, also
from B utte, h a d 94 tackles, 56 o f which
were unassisted, a n d th ree interceptions.
Sean D orris, a ju n io r strong safety from
C o eu r d ’A lene, h a d 91 ta c k le s.!

Senior setter Anne Schwenke, left, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho,
displays perfect form as Heidi Williams, freshman middleblocker from Missoula, positions herself for a kill.

UM HARRIERS
CLOSE OUT SEASON
A T BIG SK Y M EET
by Linda McCarthy
assistant director of sports information
Picked to finish fourth in th e Big Sky
preseason poll, th e M o n ta n a Grizzly m en’s
cross-country team did just th a t at the
| D istrict 7/Big Sky m eet N ov. 16 in Salt
Lake City.
Leading th e way for th e Grizzlies was
C lin t M orrison, Enum claw , W ash., w ho
finished fourth in th e 10-kilometer race in
31:01. D avid M orris, Eagle River, Alaska,
finished n in th ; Paul M a rro n , M issoula,
fifteenth; Leif Larsen, Bemidji, M inn.,
tw entieth; a n d Steve V asconcellos,
M odesto, C alif., thirty-eighth.
In th e w om en’s race, freshm an Karin
C lark , H avre, led th e Lady Griz to a
seventh-place finish in th e Big Sky. She
ra n th e five-kilometer race in 18:56 to place
tw enty-second. C h e r Desjarlais, Arlee,
placed twenty-fifth; D enali H enderson,
Fairbanks, A laska, thirty-seventh; and
L ynda R udolph, V ictor, thirty-eighth. ■

Grizzly Football Camps
Day Camp (Ages 8-14)
June 1992 (exact dates to be set)
Contact Camp (Ages 14-18)
June 1992 (exact dates to be set)

Highlights:
• Individualized instruction
• Learn proper goal setting
• Complimentary jersey/t-shirt

Don Read

Lady Griz Volleyball Camps
Skill-Competition Camp (Grades 9-12)
July 6-10,1992
Day Camp (Grades 5-8)
July 13-16,1992
Coach
Dick Scott

Highlights:
• Individualized instruction
* Video session
* Camp t-shirt & volleyball

Team Camp
July 21-24,1992

Grizzly Basketball Camps
Team Camp
June 12-14,1992

Blaine Taylor

Day Camp (Grades 2-9)
August 3-7, 1992

50-50 Camp (Grades 7-11)
June l6-19,1992
Competition Camp (Grades 8-12)
June 25-28, 1992

Highlights:
• Emphasis on fundamentals &
competition
*Individualized instruction
• Camp t-shirt & basketball

Lady Griz Basketball Camps
Overnight Camp (Grades 7-12)
June 20-24, 1992
Day Camp (Grades 2-12)
August 10-14,1992

Highlights:
• Emphasis on fundamentals &
competition
• Official camp basketball

Coach
Robin Selvig
For more information, write to the University o f Montana Athletic Department,
Missoula, Montana, 59812, orphone 406/243-5331

PIPER, J A F ^ & H O F W O O D
Where understanding you comes first
BILLINGS 252*2106
BOZEMAN 586*1385

BUTTE 782*9142
GREAT FALLS 761*3500

SINCE 1895. MEMBER SIPC. NEWYORKSTOCK FYCHAWCP iw r

MISSOULA 728*2800
______
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Q 3VER STORY

Johnny Lott, chairman
UM ’s math department

UM professdrf to redesim
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fnr vafirm’s kids

By Jane Easter Bahls
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p H

out o f
math

t appears that educational planners in
Montana have had enough of staid math
courses in predictable sequence: Algebra I,
Geometry, Algebra II, Trigonometry.
They’re fed up with upper-level math
courses geared for a handful of the collegebound, while the majority Of high-school
graduates don’t know how to approach
math problems outside the classroom.
Montana math educators are taking
action. With the help of two National
Science Foundation grants totaling $13.6
million, they are designing two math
curricula—one for high school, the other for
middle school, i

The high school project, Systematic
Initiative for Montana Mathematics
(SIMM), involves the math
departments at UM and MSU, the
state Office of Public Instruction, the
governor’s office, the Montana Council
of Teachers of Mathematics and an
umbrella group called the Montana
Mathematics Coalition. A five-year
effort, SIMM is funded in part by a
$9.9 million grant from the National
Science Foundation. Its goal is a
brand-new integrated high-school math
curriculum designed for use
throughout the state and intended to
be a national model.
At the same time, UM’s math
department will develop a related
curriculum for middle schools, Six
Through Eight Mathematics (STEM),
which will be funded by a separate
$3.7 million National Science
Foundation grant. The grant, the
largest in UM history, will enable the
department to design a statewide
curriculum to prepare middle-school
students for the new math they’ll meet
in high school.
“We never envisioned getting both
of these funded at the same time,” says
Johnny Lott, chair of UM’s math
department and guiding light for the
projects.
“One of the things we want to make
much more use of is technology,” says
mathematics Professor Rick Billstein,
coordinator of STEM. “We live in a
society that is technology oriented. But
most of the curriculum in the K-8
school system is computation-based,
probably lending itself to the skills
needed by a shopkeeper in the early
1900s.”
Billstein explains that besides
integrating traditional disciplines and
incorporating technology, the new
curricula will emphasize practical
applications. And since studies have
. shown that a majority of math
students and teachers tend to be white
males, the project will encourage
women and Native Americans to
pursue math studies.
“I think something important is
going to happen here ... something
bigger than the money, that will have
longer-lasting impact,” says Ray
1 Murray, UM’s associate provost for
| research and economic development. “I
see The University of Montana, in
cooperation with Montana State
University and the Office of Public
Instruction, having an opportunity to
I change the whole way that children
| are taught mathematics in the 21st
[ century. And the state of Montana
| ______

Academics
will be recognized as the place where
all these changes were made.”
hat’s wrong with the way
schools teach math now?
Sue Dolezal, a Missoula high school
math teacher and member of the
coordinating committee for STEM,
says, “There’s an attitude that some
people can do mathematics and some
cannot. It becomes an excuse: Because
they can’t do it, they don’t need to do
it.”
It doesn’t help to have mathematics
chopped up into courses that seem
unrelated to each other. “For quite
some time we have isolated topics in
mathematics so students have no
opportunity to pull the topics
together,” says Dolezal, a 1973 UM
graduate who in 1987 won a
Presidential Award for Excellence in
Teaching Mathematics. When students
later face, say, a science problem, they
rarely consider calling on the math
they’ve learned because they don’t see
the connection, she says.
According to a recent nationwide
survey that UM’s Lott collaborated on,
math teachers and supervisors strongly
support a move to an integrated math
program within the next five years.
As one respondent put it, “Students
should learn that mathematics is not
an assortment of segmented topics, but
rather a system operating as a whole,
with many tools available for use in
problem-solving situations.”
Despite the demand, Lott says,
“Right now, there are only five text
series that address integrated
mathematics. Virtually none of those
addresses technology in any real way.
Most people in the survey thought the
five text series were unacceptable.”

W

ddressing that problem will be a
gargantuan effort. The highschool SIMM project will include not
only new curricula but also
undergraduate courses for student
teachers, in-service workshops for
current teachers, assessment tools like
standardized tests, and state standards
for certification and accreditation. A
state steering committee will oversee
the work of four working committees
assigned to curriculum development,
assessment, professional development
and governmental relations.
This month Lott begins working on
the project full time. Maurice Burke,
an assistant professor of math at MSU,
will serve as co-director with Lott, and
faculty on the two campuses will
divide the work. Four to six UM

A

Math Professor Rick Billstein, M.A. '69, Ed.D. '72,
asks seventh-grade students what they like and
dislike about their math textbooks.

professors and many teaching assistants
also will be involved.
“Montana’s proposal got the highest
rating of all (more than thirty) that
applied,” Lott says. “It’s being held up
as an example to states applying for
next year.”
The NSF grant will serve as a
cornerstone for the project, but
coordinators expect to get additional
funds and services from the state; the
University System; local school
districts; the Montana Mathematics
Coalition; and corporate sponsors,
including IBM, Texas Instruments and
M O N TAN A N • WINTER 1992
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the Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.
A sizable chunk of the grant money
will go to hire curriculum writers—
high-school math teachers—who will
learn integrated math, develop math
writing skills and produce the new
curriculum. Lott estimates the project
will require thirty to forty writers each
summer and ten during the school
year.
SIMM also will provide two new
computer labs each for UM and
MSU—one for math, one for math
and science. Eastern Montana College,
Northern Montana College and
Western Montana College of The
University of Montana will each get
one computer lab for preparing student
teachers to use a curriculum that goes
beyond paper and pencil.
he revolutionary SIMM
curriculum will likely befuddle
high school students who have had no
previous exposure to it. The middleschool STEM curriculum, to be
developed by UM’s Billstein and
collaborators under the $3.7 million
NSF grant, will prepare young students
for high-school math.
Such a curriculum is long overdue.

T

According to one recent study, only
about 30 percent of the math
presented to eighth-graders is new to
them. Suddenly, when they hit ninth
grade, 90 percent of the math is new.
“The reason kids are having such a
bad time making the transition from
eighth grade to ninth grade is that
they go from being completely bored
to completely lost,” Billstein says. “We
need to start introducing pre-algebra,
problem solving and communication
skills. You can’t do that all in the
eighth grade. It takes the whole middle
school.”
Working with Billstein on STEM
will be UM Associate Professor of
math Jim Hirstein and Office of Public
Instruction math computer consultant
Jim Williamson.
While many of today’s textbooks
eliminate the need for reading—for
example, by showing five frogs and
then showing four more—STEM will
purposely call on reading, writing and
other communication skills. For
example, Billstein says, the student
might be asked to explain in writing,
“Why can’t you divide three by zero?”
Like SIMM, STEM will receive
additional funding and service from
corporate partners, Billstein says. IBM

will provide software and technical
support. Texas Instruments will offer
sizable discounts on calculators and
help the team develop a graphing
calculator specially designed for middle
schoolers.
McDougal-Littell, a national
textbook publisher, will donate $1.2
million for the STEM project and
publish the resulting materials. Though
still in the discussion stage, materials
will probably include learning modules,
software programs or even interactive
laser disks.
“Our philosophy regarding
materials,” Billstein says, “is to leapfrog
past what’s in the schools today. We’re
developing a game plan to produce the
best materials for five years from now.”
Nancy Keenan, state superintendent
of public instruction, credits Montana’s
cooperative spirit with making such a
comprehensive project possible. “I
really think Montana teachers know
where they want to be,” she says. “We
don’t have to pick up what’s
happening in Chicago or wherever and
say that’s what we want in Montana.
We can be the model for the nation.”*
News editors Carol Susan Woodruff and Kristin Rodine
I contributed to this story.

Rick Billstein is surrounded by seventh-grade math students at Missoula’s Washington School.
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Archives

Pictured right is the
champion 1918 Delta
Gamma baseball
team. The photograph
taken by R.H. McKay
is in a suede-bound
scrapbook compiled by
T.B. Van Horn. The
scrapbook was donated
to UM by Van
Horn's daughter,
Barbara Leinart '47
of Fort Benton.

By Kristin Rodine

/y

Pictures from the past can help
inform the present, and the UM
archives recently gained two major
contributions to that process: extensive
collections from early local
photographers R.H. McKay and K.D.
Swan.
Each of the collections, among the
largest ever donated to the University,
I includes about five thousand pieces,
says UM archivist Dale Johnson, and
both are of considerable local and
regional interest.
McKay’s images chronicle Missoula
and environs from about 1908 through
the late 1940s and include many
| photographs of UM’s campus, people
I and events. When McKay retired from
I;
local photography shop in 1946, he
I left his photo collection with the
I* business, which changed hands several
I times, Johnson says. McKay died in 1960.
About a year ago, Mary Staninger of
I the Friends of the Mansfield Library
I headed a project to acquire historical
I photos for the archives and tracked
I the McKay collection to the shop’s last
I — ------------------

i

owner, Doug Brown of Poulsbo, Wash.
Brown presented the negatives, prints
and photo albums to UM last April as
a combination purchase/donation.
Friends of the Mansfield Library raised
$10,000, and Brown donated the
remaining $26,000 of the collection’s
appraised value.
The Swan collection, an array of
slides and negatives depicting Montana
scenes and botanical subjects, was
given to UM last winter by his
children, Helen Swan Bolle of
Missoula and Joseph Swan of Poison.
Swan was a professional forester
turned photographer for the U.S.
Forest Service, Region One. Brought up
in Massachusetts and educated at
Harvard University, he came west in
1911 and settled in Missoula.
Swan’s interest in the state and
region is reflected in the donated
images, which combine with a series of
previously donated slide lectures to
provide a comprehensive collection of
his photography, Johnson says. Swan
died in 1970, and his Forest Service
L

/
photographs are preserved in the
agency’s archives.
UM’s approaching Centennial has
inspired other gifts of photos and
memorabilia, including a suede-bound
student scrapbook featuring numerous
signed McKay prints. The scrapbook
of T.B. Van Horn contains a wealth of
campus images from 1917 to 1920 and
was donated by Van Horn’s daughter,
Barbara Leinart of Fort Benton.
Leinart ’47 was one of many alumni
who responded to a plea in last
summer’s Montanan for campus photos
and other items to help celebrate the
1993 Centennial.
Centennial Coordinator Annie
Pontrelli is still seeking photos and
stories about the University’s first
century, including materials from
recent decades. Any contributions
should be sent to the UM Centennial
Office, 330 Brandy Hall, The
University of Montana, Missoula, MT
59812; 243-2649. Donations will be
preserved in the archives, and all
loaned materials will be returned. ■
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Students
Japanese calligraphy by Nobuchika Urata, visiting
faculty exchange fellow in the School of Journalism.
The Japanese letters, reading top to bottom, mean
“outside," "country," and “people,” which together
translate as "foreigners."

Japanese
experience
By Elizabeth. Ichizawa

Like most university towns, Kumamoto City, in Japan’s
southern island Kyushu, draws international students of
many stripes. Still, Tara Cutler’s long, curly, red hair seemed
to fascinate the local Japanese.
“I don’t know how many times little old ladies or children
would come up to me, touch my hair and say ‘pretty,’ ” she
says.
But Cutler, a UM senior who majors in Russian and Asian
studies, discovered during her year as an exchange student at
Kumamoto University, that as exotic as she may have
appeared to the Japanese, her culture and theirs were not as
different as she had imagined.
“I was surprised at how much Japan is like America,” she
says. “I hadn’t expected so much westernization.”
Cutler is one of seven students of Japanese at UM who
spent all or part of the past academic year in Japan as either
exchange students or working interns. Last spring she and
three others—Holly Hayworth, Theresa McElwain and
Megan Kriley—were back with numerous impressions of a
country they found both frustrating and intriguing.
Cutler lived with a Japanese family for the first six months
of her stay, tutored the couple’s three daughters and
discovered the reality behind the term “kyoiku mama”—
education mama. The mother helped the girls with their
many hours of homework—they had two hours of homework
a day even during the one-month summer vacation—and
considered this task more important than working outside
the home.
“I met other mothers, and they were the same way,” she
says. “It impressed me that the mothers were so into their
children’s education.”
16
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And of the fathers’ role in the family
she says, “I’d read that the fathers
don’t spend much time at home, but I
hadn’t realized how little.”
In general people were helpful and
kind, if somewhat shy of foreigners,”
she says. “They were as afraid of
talking to foreigners as I was of them.”
Children and young men were
exceptions. She says kids would often
yell, “ ‘Gaijin, gaijin,’ (foreigner) in a
friendly way. And young men would
call out ‘Kiss, kiss, American, I love
you’—things like that” as they drove
by her walking down the street. “I got
the impression they didn’t think they
were being rude but that they thought
that was the way American men
behaved,” she says. “I think they
watched too many American movies.”
In Chikushino, Kyushu, where Holly
Hayworth lived for five months last
year, foreigners are something of a
novelty. People in this small traditional
town would come into the department
store where Hayworth worked as a
clerk just for the chance to meet her.
The interest was mutual. “I didn’t
have culture shock,” she says. “I loved
Japan.”
Hayworth, a senior in political
science and Asian studies, especially
loved the Japanese language.
“The language is very beautiful,” she
says. “It was part of what drew me to
Japan. English doesn’t have the same
magnetism. For Japanese, the language
is the focal point of the culture. I

don’t know how you can know Japan
without knowing the language.”
Hayworth found that knowing the
polite forms of the language was
important, too. She says she tried to
match the Japanese in politeness.
“The Japanese are very, very
polite—sometimes I felt too much so,”
she says.
Along with the politeness, Hayworth
discovered the Japanese penchant for
indirectness. “People will say one thing
when they mean something else,” she
says. “You get frustrated because it’s
hard to know how people really feel.”
Still, she was eager to talk with the
Japanese, especially the women.
“Women have gained a lot of freedom
in Japan, but they are still not equal,”
she says. “I don’t see them as really
wanting the change. Yet women play
an important role in Japan. It’s the
wife and mother with the social skills
who helps the man be successful, and I
truly admire that.”
But she says she felt frustrated at
times with the younger women. “Their
life is centered around shopping and
materialism,” she says. “They didn’t
seem to have opinions about things
like politics, and that was
disappointing because I wanted to get
the women’s view.”
Hayworth says it was the whole
concept of family and food that most
intrigued her.
“Everything is family oriented, and
the kotatsu (the low table at which the

family eats) is the focal point. Food—
the way it’s prepared and served with
such care, the special little dishes—is
such an important part of family life.
I’d like to study that more.”
Hayworth is applying for a Japanese
Ministry of Education scholarship for
graduate study there next year. “I’d be
on the next plane in a minute if I
could,” she says.
Fifteen hundred miles north of
Chikushino (and 800 miles north of
Tokyo) Theresa McElwain, a senior in
liberal arts and Asian studies, spent
her junior year teaching English to
junior high school kids in Date, which
is on Japan’s northern-most island.
Foreigners rarely appear in this
farming and fishing community of
35,000, and McElwain was treated like
a minor celebrity. The local paper ran
articles about her, and she had photo
opportunities with the mayor.
But being the only American in
town was hard at first. (There was one
other Westerner, an Englishwoman.)
Almost no one spoke English.
“I felt really isolated at first,” she
says. “My body was in Japan, but my
mind was in Montana.”
However, once she began forcing
herself to use the language, she says,
“The ice was broken, and I began to
love it.”
Soon many of the townspeople were
greeting her on the street by the
honorific “sensei”—teacher. Parents of
children in her English classes and

Four of the seven UM students who spent
a year or part of year in Japan as either
exchange students or working interns.
From left: Theresa McElwain, Megan
Krilery, Holly Hayworth and Tara
Cutler.
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people from her adult English
conversation sessions would offer gifts.
Once a crate of potatoes appeared at
the door of her apartment.
“People were unbelievably kind,” she
says. “Everyone would take really good
care of me.”
In fact, people were often reluctant
to let her do things on her own.
“They didn’t want to leave you alone
for five minutes,” she says. “It makes
no difference what you say, they give
you constant attention. If you say you
can do things for yourself, they get
upset and do it anyway. ‘I want to go
by myself’ would really offend the
Japanese. The translation is ‘I don’t
need you.’ ”
McElwain liked Japanese food,
including sashimi—raw fish—and was
charmed by the slow pace and
traditional ways that Date still enjoys,
despite the invasion of pachinko
(pinball gambling machine) parlors and
fast food. But the best thing about
Japan is the people, she says.
McElwain hopes to live in Hokkaido
some day—“for a while anyway.”
While Hayworth, McElwain and
Cutler lived in relatively small cities,
Megan Kriley, a senior in political
science, spent six months in Tokyo at
Sophia University. There she

experienced the particular challenges of
frenetic city life but says she loved
Tokyo’s vitality and was undaunted by
its maze of streets.
“At first I was on an adrenalin
high,” she says. “Exploring Tokyo was
really exciting. But six months there
was enough. You have people above
you, below you, all around you. After
a while I began to long for space
where I could look out and not see
people or buildings. With ten million
people it gets a little crowded.”
But the hardest part of Tokyo life
was the exorbitant price of everything.
“You have steaks for eighty bucks
and apples for $2.20,” she says. “And
you can’t go into a coffee shop with
friends and not order anything, but
even a cup of coffee is expensive.”
Lack of funds was not the only thing
that cramped Kriley’s social life. She
lived in a dormitory nick-named “the
convent.”
“There were sixty girls, and we were
literally locked in at 10 o’clock at
night,” she says. “At 8 a.m. the sound
system would wake everybody up and
it was cleaning time. Then it was off
to class.”
Kriley tutored English in the evening
to “salary men”—white collar workers.
Ironically, she found these sessions

YOUR BUSINESS
Can reach approximately 65,000 UM alumni
and friends by advertising in the

provided the best chance to practice
her Japanese.
“Most of the students wanted to
speak English,” she says. “If you want
to speak Japanese in Tokyo you have
to search for it.”
She found it hard to make Japanese
friends. The students were generally
open and helpful but didn’t mix much
with foreigners. She found it easier to
make friends with other international
students.
Off campus, reactions to her were
mixed. “Some of the people didn’t
want Americans there,” she says. “In
subways businessmen would sometimes
stare straight at me and talk about
American women in the rudest of
terms. But I think it’s typical in a big
city where the level of tension is
incredible.”
Still Tokyo delighted her, especially
its diversity.
“You can walk downtown and see a
three-story McDonald’s, and around
the corner is a tiny little Japanese shop
that has been there for years,” she
says. “They still keep the tradition.
The heart of Japan is still there.”
Kriley hopes to return someday and
travel around Japan with her family.
“I feel I know Japan now, and I
want to share it with somebody else.”*

E n viron m en tal W riting In stitu te
directed by Wendell Berry
for writers of non-fiction prose relating to
environmental issues and nature subjects
May 16-21 - Application deadline March 30

T o ta l Im m ersio n W orkshops

MONTANAN
For ad rates or more information
on Spring 1992 issue,
contact: Joan Watts Datsopoulos ’66
Office of News & Publications
317 Brantly Hall
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
(406) 243-2522 or 251-4386
We are also looking for Sponsors to underwrite the cost of
ads for UM Outreach Programs and cultural and athletic
schedules. Can you help?
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Spanish • June 7-13
French • August 9-15
Yellow Bay Biological Station, Flathead Lake

German • August 9-15
Lubrecht Experimental Forest____________

Y ellow Bay W riters’ W orkshop
featuring Mary Clearman Blew,
Rick DeMarinis, Greg Pape, Carolyn See,
and additional guests to be announced
August 16-22 - Flathead Lake
For a brochure on any o f these programs, contact.
Center for Continuing Education & Summer Programs
The University of Montana, Missoula M T 59812
Telephone (406) 243-2900
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Photos by Todd Goodrich

Clockwise from left: Homecoming King Mark Derbyshire of Kingston, Ontario, and Queen
Karin Larson of Billings wave to the Homecoming crowd. The Griz beat Boise State 21-7;
Grizzly offensive tackle Scott Gragg sports a “Griz” cut; A “grizzly” fan-, President George
Dennison honors the Distinguished Alumnae/Alumnus Award winners during halftime at the
Homecoming game. From left are Peggy Sarsfield, Harold Bennett, Karl Dissly, David
Howlett, Dr. Dennis Stevens and Maj. Gen. Donald Williamson.
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Thomas Mitchell-Olds pollinates wild
mustard plants used in his research.

1Research at a glance
By Jane Easter Bahls

If grant money is the lifeblood of a
university, UM should feel invigorated after
a $10.04 million transfusion of research
grants for 1990-91. Ray Murray, associate
provost for research and economic
development, reports that the total is an
all-time record, up 31 percent from the
year before. For 1991-92, faculty members
have already brought in $6 million.
“External money is very important to
us,” Murray says. With state funding at a
minimum, he explains, grants supply nearly
all of the specialized equipment needed for
scientific research. They support graduate
students who help do the research. They
provide travel money so faculty members
can attend professional conferences.
Murray attributes the increase in research
funding partly to the Legislature’s decision
to let universities keep the money federal
grants allot for indirect costs, instead of
returning it to the state’s general fund.
That money often funds seed studies,
promising pilot projects that in turn attract
more grants.
Just as important, he says, “Faculty are
responding to President Dennison’s high
priority for scholarship and external
funding for scholarship.”
Applying for a grant takes an enormous
amount of faculty time, energy and
planning, Murray says, but UM faculty
have embraced that challenge. “Our faculty
have just become more aggressive and more
competitive,” he says. “We have been
extremely successful in hiring competitive
people.”
20
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councils to explore the issues involved.
“We learned that tribal governments take
their tribal courts very seriously as an
essential part of tribal sovereignty,”
Desmond says.
■ Electron Microscope.

Here are some of the projects UM faculty
members are developing.
■ Biology Laboratory.

UM has a new molecular biology
laboratory funded by a $410,000 grant
from the M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust,
$100,000 in University funds and $70,000
in other grants. The lab, which includes
two instruments for synthesizing and
sequencing DNA and two for synthesizing
and sequencing proteins, will permit UM’s
biology professors to identify and amplify
genes, understand genetic mutations and
synthesize specialized vaccines.
“We now have better molecular biology
capabilities than anybody in the region—
probably the best center in the northern
Rockies,” says biological sciences Associate
Professor Tom North, coordinator of the
project. The state-of-the-art equipment is
available to biotechnology companies in
the area.
■ Indian Supreme Court.

The law school’s Indian Law Clinic has
received a $69,000 grant from the
Montana-Wyoming Court Judges
Association to develop a proposal for an
intertribal appellate court, essentially an
Indian Supreme Court for Montana and
Wyoming. While clinic students have
researched Indian appellate systems in
other areas of the country, law school
faculty members Margery Brown and
Brenda Desmond have been helping the
association develop its members’ expertise
in legal matters and meeting with tribal

A new electron microscope to be
installed in January will permit biological
sciences faculty members to delve into
questions they’ve had to ignore until now.
Associate Professor Willard Granath says
the new microscope, funded by a $206,000
grant from the National Institute for the
Humanities, will magnify 600,000 times,
allowing researchers to take high-resolution
photos of individual cells and study their
internal components. UM researchers have
been using a microscope bought in 1970
that can magnify only 58,000 times.
■ Books for the blind.

Operating out of UM’s Rural Institute
on Disabilities, George Kerscher and his
Computerized Books for the Blind
pioneered techniques and developed
software to transfer books and other print
materials onto computer disks. The threeyear-old operation has already converted
more than 200 titles.
In October, Kerscher’s four-person unit
merged with Recording for the Blind, a
national non-profit organization offering
tape-recorded books for its 26,000
members. Now a division of RFB, Kerscher J
and company will continue work under a
$50,000 National Science Foundation grant I
to develop science and math textbooks for J
the visually impaired.
■ Plant Studies.

Biological sciences Assistant Professor
Thomas Mitchell-Olds recently received a
$200,000 NSF grant to study ways of
preserving two rare species of mustard. One j
of the species could be a viable alternative J

crop for Montana,
he says. The type of
oil in its seeds,
now imported
from other
countries, would
be a useful
ingredient for
plastics and hightemperature
lubricating oil.
The NSF also has granted Mitchell-Olds
$206,000 over five years to study the
genetics of canola in hopes of strengthening
the plants against disease and insects.
Mitchell-Olds will use a third grant of
about $50,000 from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture to map genes in forest trees
hoping to fend off such diseases as blister
rust.
■ Infant Mortality Data.

Under a $34,700 grant from the Indian
Health Service, sociology Professors Fred
Reed and William McBroom are learning
what happens when doctors, coroners and
morticians guess wrong about ethnic
classification. The problem, Reed explains,
is that for every one hundred Indian
infants who die, fifteen are described on
. their death certificates as white. That
throws off infant mortality data, one of the
best health indicators.
Their project will merge birth and death
files electronically, to ensure that the same
ethnicity is recorded on both. Information
from the study will help in evaluating the
effectiveness of various human services and
deciding where to allocate funds, Reed
says.
■ Hormone Study.

fJ T h o m a s North works with an autom ated^^^G
D N A sequencer in the new molecular
biology lab.

By replacing hormones one at a time, the
researchers are learning which ones control
what. The information they’re developing
will eventually help diagnose and correct
disturbances in people's growth,
reproductive and adrenal hormones.
■ Wood Products Laboratory.

A $100,000 Small Business
Administration grant will fund a yearlong
study to determine the feasibility of
developing a wood products research
laboratory at UM.
The lab would be designed to find
products made from wood that could be
produced in Montana and to help
companies get started producing them.
Spearheaded by forestry Professor Edwin
Burke, the lab idea is a response to the fact
that 87 percent of the lumber cut in
Montana leaves the state without further
manufacturing.
The laboratory, housed at UM, would
develop and evaluate products and
processes that could use the timber species
and sizes now being cut in Montana, Burke
says. The lab’s staff of experts would
develop pilot operations, help with
technology and offer start-up assistance for
interested companies.

Under a five-year, $85,000 grant from
■ AIDS Research.
the National Institutes for Health,
After six months of treatment with the
pharmacy Assistant Professor Craig
drug AZT, some AIDS patients develop
Johnston is learning how the brain
j strains of the HIV virus that are resistant
communicates with the pituitary gland.
to the drug. Researchers seek to learn
Using rodents for their research, Johnston
whether these strains are sensitive to other
and his assistants are surgically removing
antiviral drugs and whether the mutant
parts of the pituitary, which produces most
strains make AIDS patients sicker.
of the body’s hormones.
Biology sciences Associate Professor

Thomas North is exploring these problems
under a $22,000 grant from the Burroughs
Wellcome Co. He’s studying cats infected
with mutant strains of feline
immunodeficiency virus (FIV), which is
clinically similar to AIDS in humans.
Information from the study will be
important for refining treatment strategies
using AZT.
■ Rural rehabilitation.

The Montana University Affiliated Rural
Institute on Disabilities, housed at UM,
relies on research grants to help people
with disabilities living in rural areas. One
project, funded by the Center for Disease
Control, focused on secondary disabilities
such as pressure sores, fatigue and
depression. The findings led to training
manuals and workshops designed to help
people with disabilities manage their own
health.
The U.S. Department of Education’s
National Institute on Disability and
Rehabilitation Research has provided
$500,000 annually for the past five years to
fund several research projects at UM. One
of these helped improve communications
between health care professionals at rural
rehabilitation hospitals and those who
serve discharged patients.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture has
funded a project to integrate children with
disabilities into day-care centers, exploring
issues such as health and safety and
parental involvement. The project has
contracted with agencies in Montana,
Idaho, Oregon, Washington, Minnesota
and New York to enact the plan.
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■life is an adventure
BARBARA STREIT
KOESSLER ’4 2
HAS BEEN
EVERYWHERE
AND DONE
IT ALL.

By Paddy O ’Connell M acDonald

ake-thin, elegant and beautiful,
Barbara Streit Koessler ’42, M.A. i j
72, dressed in pink and white and
wearing tasteful pearls, looks the
absolute quintessence of gentility. Not |
until she unleashes her raucus laugh
does one get a glimpse of an incredibly j
gutsy woman who can saddle a horse, 1
fly a plane, shoot a gun, swing a golf .
club and play a mean hand of bridge, I
among other things. (In fact, it’s likely §
that this high-spirited Montana
I Renaissance woman will try just about I
anything at least once.)

R
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Born in Missoula in 1921, Barbara
came to UM after high school and
took home economics, a choice of
major she now regrets.
“I’m so mad,” she says, “I didn’t
belong in home economics at all. But
that was what Dorothy Murphy took,
and I always did whatever she did.”
(Dorothy Murphy Trosper x’40, to
Barbara’s dismay, quit school after a
year or two to get married.)
Barbara valued her time at UM, and
took plenty of interesting electives. “A
liberal arts education is the best thing
you can do for yourself,” she says.
Active outside the classroom as well,
she was a member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority; president of Mortar
Board, UM’s honorary society; and a
member of Spurs, a service
organization.
Her only disappointment in college
was that campus was “like a seminary”
during her last two years, with most of
the young men going off to war.
After graduation, Barbara earned a
master’s degree in personnel
management from New York
University, then moved to San
Francisco, where she worked as an
office manager, married and had three
sons. Later divorced, Barbara moved
back to Missoula, where she met and
eventually married Horace “Shorty”
Koessler, a local businessman and
legendary character.
“It’s amazing how much you can
miss someone,” she says of her late
husband, killed in 1987 when his plane
went down in the mountains of Idaho.
“There were no rules made for him.
He was so bright ... so funny.”
A perennial student even while her
children were young, Barbara took
advantage of her proximity to UM,
taking courses she’d always wanted to
try, from Walter Hook’s painting
classes to Nan Carpenter’s
• Shakespeare. Eventually, she earned a
master’s degree in guidance and
counseling and took a job at Sentinel
High School. She also worked as the
coordinator for Missoula’s Model
United Nations.
“I’ve always worked,” she explains.
“Work is good for me.”
Maybe so, but one of her first jobs
1 almost cost Barbara her life. The
i summer before her senior year in
' college, while working as a cook on a
pack trip in the Bob Marshall
Wilderness, she was shot through both
legs with a .30-06 by a near-sighted
hunter. Serious though the injury was,
i Barbara manages to make light of the
accident.

Alumni Profile
“It’s not very flattering,” she says,
tartly, “to be mistaken for an elk—
from the back!”
The hunter, before going for help,
took Barbara’s gun away from her “in
case I didn’t want to live anymore, he
told me. But as I look back on it, I
think it was because he didn’t want
me to take any potshots at him!”

“A nyone can go to
Paris, but how
many people have
been to
Yellowknife?”
Although she had to be hauled
twenty-five miles to civilization in a
makeshift stretcher with a tourniquet
fashioned out of a bandanna on the
more seriously wounded leg, Barbara
was undaunted. And she cooks on
pack trips to this day. “I was supposed
to go into the wilderness with a group
this summer,” she says, “but it didn’t
work out.”
Barbara has always loved to travel,
and she and Shorty enjoyed many
exciting, albeit unorthodox, vacations.
“ ‘Anyone can go to Paris,’ Shorty
would say to me. ‘But how many
people have been to Yellowknife?’ So,
off we’d go to Yellowknife,” she says.
Or to Hay Lake in northern Alberta,
where she was the first white woman
tourist. “At least, that’s what they told
me.”
Because of the many trips they took
in their small plane, she decided to get
a pilot’s license. “I thought it’d be
smart to know how to fly the plane,
how to land it, in case something
happened to Shorty while he was at
the controls.”
Her travels haven’t been without
their mishaps. In 1981 she took an
archeological tour of the Greek
Islands. Although “the first five days
were great,” she recalls, the ship—a
“real tub”—was completely destroyed
by fire while in port. And she, along
with the other passengers, lost
everything—including clothing,
passports and jewelry. They were
stranded on the island of Crete for the
duration of the trip.
An unfortunate experience, yes, but
mild compared to the accident Barbara
had during Montana’s 1989 Centennial
Cattle Drive. Three days into the trip,

when the group was thirty miles from
Billings, she was minding her own
business, “just sitting there being
casual,” when a fellow rider spooked
her horse. The animal galloped off,
and Barbara, after struggling in vain to
keep her mount, was thrown to the
ground.
The fall broke four ribs and
ruptured her spleen, and recovery was
slow and painful. But the accident did
nothing to lessen her zeal. “I take
things as they come,” she says. “I’m
too dumb to be scared.” The incident
did, however, frighten her family. “My
mother doesn’t want me to leave the
house anymore. She’s afraid something
else will happen to me.”
Family has top priority in Barbara’s
life. Her mother, Grace Mathewson
Streit ’16, who turned ninety-six in
December, still lives in her own home
in Missoula, and the two women visit
frequently. And although Barbara’s
three sons and two stepsons are
grown, married, have children and are
widely scattered (in Norway, England,
Paraguay, Eugene, Ore., and Billings),
they always find time for each other.
Recently, the family held a reunion in
Barbados. When talking about her
children, Barbara glows. “I love them
so much,” she says. “They’re all such
fine, wonderful people.”
perpetual volunteer in the
community, Barbara was a
nurse’s aide for the Red Cross, and a
founding member of the Missoula
Symphony Women’s League, where
she’s still on the music committee.
She’s been on UM’s Foundation Board
for four years and chairs its
nominating committee.
Her work ethic remains the same as
it was when she was a young girl.
Today, Barbara keeps very busy with
the travel agency she owns. “I go in
there every day,” she says. “It keeps
me out of the pool halls.”
A life master at bridge, Barbara
plays duplicate regularly, and hosts an
annual bridge weekend at the familyowned Gordon Ranch in the Swan
Valley. She’s gone scuba diving off the
island of Koror in Micronesia. She
golfs, swims, plays tennis, rides horses
and only recently gave up skiing.
In October, she parachuted out of an
airplane.
Is there anything Barbara hasn’t
tried? How about bowling? “I did bowl
in college, actually,” she says. “I was
on the bowling team for the Kappas.”
“I hope I haven’t bored you,” she
says, as the interview draws to a close. ■
-------------------------------------------- -------
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s change swept the Soviet Union this fall, three of its citizens
watched the latest developments from an unlikely vantage
point—The University of Montana.
The three exchange students arrived in Missoula in
September, within weeks of the short-lived coup that rocked
their nation and toppled the Soviet Communist Party.
Moscow State University student Oksana Ksenzenko, 19,
and 20-year-old Irina Chayka of Kiev’s Training Institute of
Foreign Languages came to UM for the year through the
Presidential Exchange of Undergraduate Students approved
by Presidents George Bush and Mikhail Gorbachev during
their 1990 summit in Washington, D.C. Elina Dobkina, a
20-year-old student at Volgograd State Pedagogical Institute,
arrived in Missoula through a special agreement precipitated
by a chance meeting with a UM professor vacationing on the
Black Sea.
All three traveled here to further their study of English,
and all expressed great excitement about the opportunity to
immerse themselves in American life.
“I think it’s important for people to have exchanges,
because people should know more about other countries,”
Dobkina says. “It isn’t enough to watch TV and read
newspapers. It’s also very important to meet people and to
speak to them and to know more about their style of life,
about their problems, about the relationships between people.
It’s a good experience—not only for me, but for everybody
who has the opportunity.”
Dobkina’s opportunity began in August 1989 while she was
on vacation in the Black Sea resort city of Sochi. Her father,
aware she wanted to practice her English, spotted a likely
candidate—a tourist with a digital watch—and approached,
asking “English? English?” UM computer science Professor
Spencer Manlove replied, “No, American,” sparking a twoyear correspondence that ultimately brought Elina Dobkina
to his family’s Missoula home.
An agreement was forged between UM and the Volgograd
institute, enabling Dobkina to spend fall quarter with the
Manloves while UM student Ramona Radonich lived with
Dobkina’s mother in Volgograd and attended the institute.
Another University student, Aimie Taylor, will spend winter
and spring quarters in Volgograd while Dobkina stays on at
UM, living in Taylor’s home.
The Volgograd arrangement and UM’s selection as one of
the first schools to participate in the new Presidential
Exchange represent a great opportunity for the University,
International Programs Director Peter Koehn says, citing
President George Dennison as an instrumental force in
establishing both exchanges.
“It’s wonderful that we have these students here at this
time, when there’s so much interest in what’s happening
there,” Koehn says.
UM student opportunities to interact with Soviet students
and deepen mutual understanding will last far beyond this
year’s exchanges, he says, anticipating a long-term
relationship between the University and its Soviet
counterparts.
It’s strange to be away from home when so much is
changing, Chayka says, noting that her republic, the
Ukraine, declared independence on the day she arrived in
Washington, D.C., on her way to Montana. But the
exhilaration, uncertainty and sense of great potential can be
felt even thousands of miles away.
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“It’s exciting,” she says. “People are looking forward to
something new, to the changing of our lives.
“I think when I come back, it will be a different world. It
will be a different country, a different republic. And I don’t
know what to expect.”
Ksenzenko and Dobkina were in Moscow during the illfated August “putsch” by Communist hard-liners attempting
to gain control of the Soviet Union.
“I live in the center of Moscow, and when I saw tanks I
thought, maybe it is a parade, maybe it is a holiday. When I
learned it was a coup, I was really frightened,” Ksenzenko
says. “Three days later everything was all right.”
he sight of tanks in Red Square created considerable tension
and uncertainty, Dobkina says, but “it wasn’t like everyone
was in horror. Ordinary life was going on.” One of the main
things she remembers about those three days, she says, is the
large number of foreign journalists stopping Soviets on the
street to ask questions.
Even before the coup, she says, the growing openness and
international exchange in the Soviet Union kindled a great
curiosity about life in other nations. Foreign doctors, teachers
and students are common in Soviet cities now, she says, and
other signs of cultural mingling abound—from increased
interest in foreign languages to the presence of Pizza Hut in
Moscow.
“It’s really an exciting time now,” she says. “I see that
American people are very interested in the events that take
place in the Soviet Union, and we are also very interested in
American life and people, the American way of thinking.”
One of the first things all three women noticed about the
American way of life was the abundance of consumer goods
and shopping choices. Choice is also a striking feature of
university life here, they say.
“In general, our education is very different from your
education,” Chayka says. “For example, you can choose your
courses here, but in our institutes and universities you
cannot choose. You have one program for all students.”
The Soviet women are enjoying their time in Missoula,
they say, expressing particular fondness for the mountains
Irina Chayka, left,
and the friendliness of the people.
and Oksana Ksen
“Your country is really great,” Ksenzenko says. “People are
zenko came to UM
so polite here. And they’re always smiling and saying ‘hello’
through the Presi
to everybody. I was really surprised.
dential Exchange of
“People do not smile on the street in my country,” she
Undergraduate Stu
dents approved by
says. “If you turned for help to them, they would help you.
Presidents George
But they do not smile and say ‘hello’ to everybody.”

T

hayka was startled by the similarities between students here
and those in the Soviet Union. Referring to her friend Lisa
Van Dyken, she says, “She speaks and she thinks the same
way. She even makes the same noises we make.” It was a
great surprise to hear Americans indicate “yes” and “no”
with “mm-hmm” and “hmm-mm,” she says: “I thought that
these sounds are Russian!”
In general, she says, there are more similarities than
differences between the two countries.
“When I first came to the United States, I was very
surprised because I expected to see different people, a
different country,” Chayka says. Instead, “It seemed to me I
had stayed near my city ... because people were the same.
Their smiles were the same; their problems, maybe, were the
same. The environment also was the same. It was strange for
me, because when I thought about Americans I thought that
they were different.” ■

C

Bush and Mikhail
Gorbachev during
their 1990 summit.

A chance meeting with a vacationing UM professor
brought Elina Dobkina, a student at Volgograd State
Pedagogical Institute, to UM.
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Class N otes
Class notes are compiled and edited by Paddy O ’Con
nell MacDonald. If you would like to submit informa
tion, please write to her c/o Alumni Association, The
University of Montana, Missoula, M T 59812-1313.
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Em ile P erey ’31, M.Ed.
’53, and his wife, Helen, live
in Billings. Recently, they
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary with a series
of family and school re
unions. Congratulations!
We are looking for the following class members in
preparation for the 60th class reunion: Evelyne L.
Law lor, R obert B. P lum m er and R obert W .
Schell.
Jack Fay R obinson ’36 lives in Evanston,
111. Recently, his book, History of the Illinois
Conference, United Church of Christ, received the
Congregational Christian Historical Society
President’s Award, given for the book’s
discussion of personalities and events which have
shaped the conference in recent years.
H ub Zem ke ’36 recently published his second
book, Zemke’s Stalag, on his World War II ex
periences. Hub and his wife live in Oroville, Calif.
Louise E iselein Rasm ussen ’37, who lives in
Roundup, received one of the Montana Newspaper
Association’s 1991 Master Editor/Publisher Awards.
She still puts in regular appearances at the Roundup
Tribune, founded by her family, but she turned the
active management of the paper over to her son and
daughter-in-law in 1986.
A ndrew H ofm eister ’38, professor emeritus at
Washington State University in Pullman, Wash.,
recently exhibited 32 of his paintings at the school’s
Museum of Arts.
E thel Rundle Sharp ’38 and her husband, N eil
Sharp x’41, who live in Seattle, recently celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary. Congratulations!

& hgrter

UM’S FIRST WOMAN STU DEN T BODY PRESIDENT
By Valerie Siphers Lindstrom ’69
It was no coincidence that UM’s student body
elected its first woman president during World War
II.
Women outnumbered men 571 to 138 at election
time in the spring of 1945 at the University. Power
went to the majority. Two women had easily outpolled two men in the primaries.
Jane Jeffers, a thirdquarter junior from Ennis,
edged Janet Reinertson of
Hot Springs by eight votes
in the general election.
One woman quoted in
the Montana Kaimin
seemed to express the
feeling on campus: “By all
means a girl president is a
necessity. ...I am all for a
Jane Jeffers
girl president for an
institution that is mainly populated by girls.”
Jeffers doesn’t remember many details of the
campaign except that “speech-making was terrifying.”
She does remember the drastic changes the war made
on campus and the major issues that faced the
student governing board during her tenure.
When Jeffers enrolled at UM the fall of 1942, nine
months after Pearl Harbor, she considered the ratio
of men to women normal—622 men, 477 women.
“But,” she says, “by spring quarter half the men were
gone, and the ratio was about three men to four
women. ...By spring 1944 it was one man to two
women.” Enrollment for spring 1944 was 84 men
and 512 women.
“A change in the lives of the women that fall
(1944),” Jeffers says, “was that we all vacated the
dorms for the Air Corps cadets. Those of us who
pledged sororities moved into our houses, and others
found lodging in private homes.
“While cadets had less freedom than male students
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UM CH ARTER D A T
February 20, 3:10 pm
Montana Theatre
Activities will include the presentation o f five awards:
iStudent Service Award

IRobert T. Pantzer Award

NO TE: Today Jane Jeffers Rybus, retired after
teaching eleven years at Bellevue High School in I
Bellevue, Wash., lives in Ennis. She married Hank j
Rybus, M.A. ’47, in 1947, and they had three
children. After a divorce in 1987 Jane moved back I
to Ennis to care for her 92-year-old mother, who has since died.

PLANNING YOUR
CALENDAR FOR 1 9 9 2 ?
♦
Join Fellow C lassm ates
A t Your
CLASS REUNION

Presented by the Associated
Students of The University of
Montana

H ______ CLASSES OF______ B

Presented by The University of
Montana administration

JUNE 4, 5, AND 6

iNefl S. Bucklew-------------------- Presented by The University of
Presidential Service Award
Montana Foundation
ICASE Professor of the Year
Award*

— Presented to Professor Paul G.
Lauren on behalf of CASE

IMontana Alumni Award

— Presented by The University of
Montana Alumni Association

♦CASE (Council for Advancement and Support of Education) selects
one faculty member annually from each state for recognition.
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...,” Jeffers recalls, “they found time and opportunity J
to meet, court, and in some cases, marry Montana ij
coeds. These cadets were from every state in the |
U.S.,” she says, “and our association with them I
broadened our view of the world. Later they were I
fighting all over Europe, North Africa and the Pacific. I
Our world enlarged.”
Campus issues during Jeffers’ tenure included the 1
use of student fees to resurface the tennis courts, a
campaign for more liberal rules for women, the sale 1
of part of the student-owned golf course to the I
University to build married student housing, and the 1
housing shortage created by returning war veterans, j
A t the end of her term the Kaimin gave Jeffers’ work
good reviews.
“It was a fairly serious time,” she says. “Great
changes were taking place at the University. It was
never again to be what it had been before World War
II. A small rather privileged student body gave way
to a more racially and economically varied one.
“It was an honor and privilege for me to be
president of ASMSU*,” Jane says. It taught me a |
lot. I think it made me respect and take seriously
the abilities of women. They need not take a back
seat to men.”
Victory in Europe in May 1945 signaled more
campus changes, particularly in the student body
profile: Spring enrollment in 1946 was 1,013 men,
690 women. And ASUM didn’t elect its second
woman president until 1982.
*UM was MSU until 1965.
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Class N otes
H e rb W atts ’40 and his
wife, Janet, live in Havre.
Herb, retired editor of the
Havre Daily News, still writes
a weekly column.
Louise Jarussi Cross ’41
is curator of the Frontier Museum in Glendive.
We are looking for the following class members in
preparation for the 50th class reunions: C ath erin e
Cesar, Mrs. C. C lem ent, R obert W illiam C u r
dy, E leanor L aF ranee,, M arg aret L enon,
Robert C. M orehouse, H a n k Secrest and Alice
T ruew orthy.
A ndrew D aughters x’42 and his wife, C arlene
H einrich D aughters ’42, live in Oakley, Calif. An
drew, a retired clergyman, recently donated three
volumes of his poetry to UM’s Mansfield Library.
Carlene also writes poetry, The couple have
been married for 29 years.
D aryl H agie ’49 and his wife, Jean Strom
Hagie x’48, live in Cheney, Wash. Daryl has retired
from Eastern Washington University, where he was
vice president of student services, and Jean is a retired
teacher.
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“ Grow ing Friends of
Helena” recently dedicated a
tree to R alph T. A nderson
’50. The tree was planted at
the M ontana Historical
Museum as a living memorial
to Ralph for his outstanding service to Helena and
Montana. Ralph, who lives in Helena, is president
of Capitol Ford.
G eorge H. V eith Jr., M.A. ’50, lives in St. Paul,
Minn., where he is on the board of directors of St.
Paul Midway Lions International, on the board of
University Life Care Center, teaches Italian for the
St. Paul Community Education Program and plays
violin with the Jewish Center Orchestra. “I say ‘hello’
to Camas Prairie, Hot Springs and Lonepine,” he
writes.
E verett C haffin ’51, M.Ed. ’57, retired after 39
years as an economics and history teacher in San
Diego high schools. He writes: “I have personally
known and worked with over 7,000 young people.
It has been an exciting way to spend a lifetime. My
wife, F rances H agan C haffin ’54, and I plan to
continue traveling and to divide our time between
the Redwood Valley of nothern California and
our home in San Diego."
M argie H ughes W ilk in s ’51, a retired teacher
from Livingston, was honored by some of her former
students at a special get-together in her home.
W illiam T . B arry ’51, M.S. ’55, Ed.D ’77, and
his wife, M argaret M erriam B arry x’59, spent 16
H a l H erbig ’51 and Fred
N e l s o n ’52, M .A . *56,
Missoula, and D o n Stanaw ay
’52, Billings, were among six
organizers of the popular UM
Alumni Band to receive a UM
Service Award at the Grizzlies’
last home football game in
November.
The band, organized in 1988,
Hal Herbig
plays only on Homecoming
weekend. About fifty to sixty
alumni of all ages, all of whom played in a UM band,
arrive on Friday o f Homecoming weekend in time
for an afternoon rehearsal. After a banquet and a
jazz session Friday night, the band plays Saturday
in the Homecoming parade and during halftime
at the afternoon football game.
Nelson earned a bachelor’s degree in music and
a master’s in music education. Retired now from

S h aro n N o rth rid g e L eonard ’64 and G ene
L eonard ’65, M.A. 73, of Spokane, received a UM
Service Award at a Grizzly football game in October.
Sharon, who earned a
degree in business admin
istratio n , has been
president of the Personnel
Pool Temporary Service in
Spokane since 1990. From
1971 to 1987 she was the
financial vice president of
Mountain Supply Co. in
Missoula.
She’s been the president
Sharon N. Leonard
of the Alumni Associa
Gene Leonard
tion’s board of directors
and a member of the House of Delegates. She’s also

served on UM presidential and vice presidential
search committees.
Gene Leonard, a former Grizzly football player,
earned a bachelor’s degree in secondary education
and a master’s in educational administration. He
received a six-year administrative certificate in
education in 1977.
Vice president and branch manager of Shearson
Lehman Brothers in Spokane, he filled the same job
in Missoula from 1982 to 1987. Before that, he was
a teacher, coach and administrator at Missoula’s
Sentinel High School.
A member of the business school’s advisory board,
he’s served on UM ’s Washington-Grizzly Stadium
Committee, been a Grizzly Athletic Assocation and
Quarterback Club member and coached freshman
football.

days in July and August visiting major cities in
Russia, including Leningrad and Moscow, traveling
east on the Volga for 1,000 miles to Kazan. They
just missed the coup. The Barrys live in Spokane,
where William is a professor of biology at Gonzaga
University and Margaret is a tax accountant.
Jew el B eck Lansing ’52 has written two
companion books, 101 Tips for Women Candidates
and Their Staffs and Campaigning for Office: A
Woman Runs. They were published in September
1991.
R o b e rt Souhadra ’52, M.Ed. ’58, serves on the
Montana State Legislative Committee of the
American Association of Retired Persons. Robert
lives in Great Falls.
“I have retired from 35 years of service with the
Foreign Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture,” writes M ollie J. Iler ’53. “Twenty-five
of these years have been overseas. Since 1989,1 have
been agricultural counselor at the American Embassy
in Athens, Greece, with responsibility for Greece,
Israel and Cyprus.” Mollie now lives in Arlington,
Va.
D avid “ M oose” M iller ’55 lives in Kalispell,
where he recently opened “Moostly Moose’s,” a
“Moose’s Saloon” souvenir shop. The retail store is
located next to the saloon and has released a mail
order catalogue.
D ick Spaulding ’55 is vice president of Merrill
Lynch in Billings. Recently, he earned membership
in the firm’s President Club.
P a tric ia A n d erso n B row n ’56, a teacher at
Livorno American High School in Livorno, Italy,
has received the school’s 1990-91 incentive award for
outstanding service.
W . K e ith W u e rth n e r ’56 is director of
community affairs for the Central Connecticut
Association for Retarded Citizens in New Britain.

Keith, who lives in Farmington, was installed as
district governor of Lions Clubs’ International
District 23B during the organization’s 74th Annual
International Convention in Brisbane, Queensland,
Australia, in June.
G e rard R u tan ’57, M.A. ’58, is a professor of
political science at Western Washington University
in Bellingham, Wash. Recently, he was elected
president of the religion and politics section of the
American Political Science Association.
B ernard “ B unky” Sullivan ’58 teaches school
in Glasgow. Recently, he earned the Golden Key
Professional Award.
A n n K o v a tch Cogsw ell ’59, M.A. '88, was
appointed by Gov. Stan Stephens to the Montana
Committee for the Humanities. A nn, who lives in
Great Falls, is a published poet, certified grant writer
and certified Great Books discussion leader.
Ed L ord ’59, a cattle rancher from Philipsburg,
was elected first vice president of the Montana
Stockgrowers’ Association.

Fred Nelson

Don Stanaway

teaching music at Sentinel High School, he works
for Morgenroth Music in Missoula.
Herbig graduated from UM with a bachelor’s in
music. He taught at UM and in the Missoula high
schools.
Stanaway received a bachelor’s in business from
UM and is president of A&J Distributors in Billings.

Jacob B raig ’60 is a general
in the W ashington Air
National Guard. Jacob, who
lives in Spokane, is a captain
with Northwest Airlines.
K e n n e th M lekush ’60 is
executive vice president of general agency operations
for the Southland Life Insurance Co. in Atlanta. He
and his wife, Paula, have one child.
E ileen G allagher H ough ’61, a teacher at
Whatcom Community College in Bellingham,
Wash., received the school’s 1990-91 Certificate of
Faculty Excellence.
L arry Bedes ’62 is an agent for Allstate Insurance
in Great Falls.
Russ R itter, M.A. ’62, is director of corporate
and governmental relations for Washington Corp.
Russ, who lives in Helena, is on the community
board for Norwest Bank.
Bris Skiles, M.Ed. ’62, is head football coach for
Joliet and Fromberg schools. He lives in Joliet.
P.J. Shaw W rig h t ’62 is director of sales for the
Miami Dolphins in Miami.
P rin te r Bow ler ’63, who lives in Bigfork, writes:
“I’m writing, editing, publishing, golfing, raising (my
two boys), laughing, crying, working, loving,
howling, smiling and enjoying this fascinating trip
through paradise.” Whew!
K ay F erris Feist ’63, a potter in Great Falls,
recently had her work exhibited at the Emporium
in Paris Gibson Square.
M ike R eynolds ’63 teaches and coaches in Cut
Bank. Recently, he was named Coach of the Year
by the Montana Coach’s Association. The award
is Mike’s seventh. Congratulations!
“I have been teaching P.E. for 27 years,” writes
K arla C h a n d le r Bailey ’64, who lives in Napa,
Calif.

)
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M arshall W . D en n is ’64, J.D. ’67, lives in
Monroe, Conn., where he is president and CEO of
REMOC Associates. Last spring, he spent three
weeks in Bangkok, Thailand, as the principal speaker
at the international ‘‘Effective Housing Finance”
conference.
B laine A ckley ’65 earned a doctorate in
education from the University of Oregon and now
teaches at the University of Portland. Blaine lives
in Hillsboro, Ore.
David M ajors ’65 of Stevensville is vice president
of issues for the Montana Wildlife Federation.
Stanley P e rk in s ’65, M.Ed. ’74, lives in
Centerville, where he is superintendent of schools.
Air Force Col. D onald E. L o ran g er Jr. ’66 was
nominated by President George Bush for promotion
to brigadier general. Donald is deputy chief of staff
for plans and programs with Military Airlift
Command, Scott Air Force Base, Bellevue, 111.
E verit A. S lite r ’66, a partner in Jordahl and
Sliter CPAs in Kalispell, won the Montana Society
of Certified Public Accountants’ Distinguished
Service Award.
B utch S tallard ’66, M.S. ’75, retired from the
Air Force in 1987 and now works as a counselor in
the Tacoma, Wash., school district. He and his wife,
Carol, live in Gig Harbor.
Susie B eaulaurier G raetz ’67 and her husband,
Rick, are publishers for N orthern Rockies
Publications in Helena. They’ve produced three
photographic books on Montana, two of which were
written by the late A.B. G u th rie ’23.
N orm H agen ’67, M.A. ’72, is superintendent
of schools in Lambert.
Jo h n Little ’67 a retired Air Force lieutenant col
onel, teaches social studies and coaches football at
Bigfork High School.

Douglas A. Beed ’68, M.A. ’70, lives in Missoula,
where he teaches education at UM.
N an cy N ielsen E rickson ’68, M.F.A. ’69, is a
fiber artist living in Missoula. Some of her work is
on display in New York City at the Center for
Tapestry Arts.
C laren ce S. Frisbee x’68 opened an office
representing Edward D. Jones and Co. in Bigfork.
B illie J. H e rrin ’68, M.Ed. ’87, Ed.D. ’91, lives
in Missoula, where she teaches education at UM.
W . B jarne Jo h n so n Jr. ’68 is an attorney with
the firm of Church, Harris, Johnson and Williams
in Great Falls. Also, he’s vice chairman of the board
of Montana Deaconess Hospital.
D ave R itten h o u se ’68 and his wife, Suz
C ram er R itten h o u se ’70, have moved to Alaska,
where Dave is forest supervisor of the Ketchikan area
of the Tongass National Forest.
C arey Sm ith ’69, M.A. ’78, is coordinator for
the Pacific Coast Habitat Joint Venture in Portland,
Ore.
Jim Sm ith ’69 is director of operations for the
eight-state area of the Northwest United States for
the Horace Mann Insurance Cos.
B ob Starks ’69 is a realtor at Chuck Olson Real
Estate Inc. in Kalispell.
H ow ard V ralsted ’69 is president of Norwest
Capital Management and Trust Co. in Helena.
Father A lex V u kovich ’69 lives in Butte,
where he has a family counseling service.
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K a rre n K elley H ughs
’70 is manager of the Super 8
Motel in Conrad.

D e n n is L ind ’70, J.D. ’73, who chaired the state
Board of Regents o f Higher Education from 1986 to
1989, received a UM Service Award at the first Grizz
ly football game in September.
The Hardin native lives
in in Missoula where he’s
been a partner in the Datsopoulos, MacDonald &
Lind law firm since 1976.
H e’s
also
been
Missoula’s deputy county
attorney and the chief civil
deputy in the Montana at
torney general’s office. He
began serving on the
Dennis Lind
Board of Regents in 1983.
Lind has long been active in UM affairs. A s a stu
dent he belonged to Bear Paws and the Phi Eta Sigma
scholastic honorary and was president of the Sigma
Phi Epsilon fraternity. Former president and chair
of the Grizzly Athletic Assocation board of direc
tors, he’s served on the Washington-Grizzly Stadium
Oversight Committee and is a member of UM’s
Rodeo Club Advisory Board.
Lind and his wife, Angela, have seven children,
ages 8 to 18.

Rex M yers M.A. ’70, Ph.D. ’72, is dean of
academic affairs at Lyndon State College in
Lyndonville, Vt.
H aro ld W . R obbins ’70, M.A. ’82, is executive
vice president and chief operating officer at Bison
Engineering Inc. in Helena.

Magic Moments appear at
The University of Montana
when you join the
Alumni Association!

* 1 bjiJL

Benefits o f joining the UM Alum ni Association
★ UM Alumni Association Visa Card
★ World-wide travel programs
★ Use of campus recreation facitilites
at a reduced rate
★ Low-cost life insurance
★ Circulation privilege at the
Mansfield Library
★ A subscription to the award
winning alumni magazine, the
Montanan

★ Reunions
★ Invitations to gatherings in your
community
★ Homecoming
★ Discounts on participating car
rentals and hntal/mntals

UM Alumni Association
$250 Individual life membership,
$350 Couple life membership,
$25 Individual annual membership (dan. 1-Dec. 31).
$35 Couple annual membership (Jan. 1-Dec. 31),
$10 Recent graduate (Jan. 1-Dec. 31)
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M arilyn Schieno R udo lp h 70 is executive
director of Big Bear Resources in Missoula.
H erbert Stocking 70 is a general in the
Washington Air National Guard. He’s also a systems
manager with the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Group in Everett, Wash. Herb and his wife, M am ie
M ikami Stocking ’66, M.Ed. 70, live in Bothell
with their daughter, Kristin.
H yrum T a tto n 70, M.Ed. 76, is principal at
Hamilton High School.
Fred D. W atson 70 is vice president of planning
for Coldwell Banker Real Estate Group in Chicago.
C h risto p h er A nderson 71 lives in Missoula,
where he teaches foreign languages at UM.
Vic C harlo 71 is a counselor at the Kicking
Horse Job Corps Center near Ronan. He wrote a
play, “Trickster at Dirty Corner,” which was
performed this summer at the Front Street Theater
in Missoula.
Navy Lt. Cdr. A lan R. K eck 71 of Poison has
retired from active duty after 20 years of service.
D o n Sorenson 71 is a pharmacist at Owl
Pharmacy in Havre.
L orin R. W rig h t 71 is vice president and coowner of First Physical Therapy P.C., in Billings.
He received the Outstanding Service Award from
the Montana Chapter of the American Physical
Therapy Association.
Jo an n e A. C h a rb o n n ea u , M.A. 72, lives in
Missoula, where she teaches humanities at UM.
D onna Y o rto n D avis 72, J.D. 78, a Billings
attorney, received one of the city’s YWCA 1991
Salute to Women awards for contributions as an at
torney and her many volunteer hours to improve
the lives of women and minorities.
G ary G re se th 72, M.Ed. 75, is superintendent
for Nashua Schools.

Dave G risw old 72 writes: “Following graduation
I served in the Navy as a patrol plane pilot. Since
then, I’ve been employed by American Airlines,
where I’ve been a captain for two and a half years.”
Jo h n H o lb ro o k , M.F.A. 72, a Missoula poet,
received a First Book Award from the Montana Arts
Council in Helena.
B ailey M olineux, Ph.D. 72, is a professor of
psychology at Carroll College in Helena.
D avid A. Strobe 1, Ph.D. 72, lives in Missoula,
where he is associate dean of the graduate school at
UM.
A n th o n y D iL ello, M.B.A. 73, is a shareholder
with Hamilton, Misfeldt and Co. in Great Falls.
Recently he was elected president of the Montana
Society of Certified Public Accountants.
T hom as F itzp a tric k 73 is a managing partner
in the law firm of Stafford, Frey, Cooper and Stewart
in Seattle.
R o b erta H ill W h ite m a n , M.F.A. 73, an
associate professor of English at the University of
Wisconsin in Eau Claire, was the 1991 winner of the
Wisconsin Idea Foundation’s Excellence Award.
Roberta, a widely acclaimed and published poet, is
on leave from UW-Eau Claire to complete a
doctorate in American studies at the University of
Minnesota.
L arry L aC ounte, M.Ed. 73, lives in Missoula,
where he teaches Native American studies at UM.
Scott F isch er 74 lives in Juneau, Alaska, where
he and his wife, Betsy, run the Foggy Mountain
Shop, a store that sells outdoor sporting equipment.
They have one daughter. Scott has scaled the
20,320-foot Mount McKinley twice—making those
trips as a guide—and he has explored the Juneau
Icefield on several occasions.
R on R ichards 74 is a coach at Montana Tech
in Butte. He and his wife, Debbie, have two sons,

CHINA TREKKING
Tour China with UM Geogra
phy Professor Evan Denney as
your escort June 15-July 6. Den
ney has served as a Visiting Pro
fessor in China and knows the
country well. Spend 17 days on
the mainland and 3 days in
Hong Kong. Fare of $3,496 in
cludes round trip air fare from
Spokane, all meals, first class
and deluxe accommodations.
Book before February 3, 1992,
and receive and early booking
discount of $150.

For more inform ation
contact the UM Alumni
Association (406) 243-5211.

ALUMNI
IlOUES,

Ryan and Rory.
W illiam W h itm ire 74, M.A. ’84, has joined the
staff of the Rocky Mountain Laboratory in
Hamilton. During his two-year assignment, William
will focus on the bacterium causing Lyme disease.
In June, D eb ra Zentz D ean 75 received a
master’s degree in health administration from the
University of Washington School of Public Health
and Community Medicine.
Jo h n D esch 75 lives in Libby, where he is district
customer service representative for the Libby Power
Co. He and his wife, Barbara, have two children,
Heidi and Daniel.
P a tric k C. F rim an 75 is director of research for
family based programs at Father Flanagan’s Boys’
Home in Boys Town, Neb.
M ary E llen G ro u n d L aF rom boise 75 is a
mental health specialist with Blackfeet Community
College’s behavioral health department. She’s also
a justice on the Blackfeet Tribal Appellate Court and
a member of the Blackfeet D.D. Inc. board of
directors.
W illiam A. V olbers 75 is the owner of
Keystone Rehabilitation Services Inc. in Bethel Park,
Pa. He and his wife, Annette, have a daughter, Blair,
and are expecting another child.
C raig K . A nderson 76 is assistant vice president
of Merrill Lynch in Billings. Recently, he earned
membership in the firm’s President Club.
M ark H ubbell 76 writes: “I’m serving as Oregon
director of Prison Fellowship—an interdenomi
national ministry. Also, I made two trips to the
U.S.S.R. last year to help Latvians develop prison
ministry. My wife, Deb, and I have three children.”
Mark lives in Corvallis, Ore.
L ori Salo M o rin 76, M.B.A. ’81, lives in
Missoula, where she is assistant dean for student
affairs at the School of Pharmacy at UM.

Comraderie...academic stimulation...
good friends...great food...magnificent scenery...
Do you think this kind of weekend is for you?

Then . . . attend

AlUMm
C ollege ’92
Flathead Lake Lodge
Bigfork, Montana
May 15-17, 1992
Open to all alumni and friends
o f The University o f Montana
$195 p er person. This includes room, board, and
tuition. T h e weekend begins with a welcome party
o n Friday evening a n d ends with a farewell
breakfast o n Sunday morning. Space is limited;
payments are accepted until May 1.
W rite: The University of Montana
Alumni Association
Attention: Paddy MacDonald
Brantly Hall, 2nd Floor West
Missoula, Montana
59812-1313
o r call (406) 243-5211

•IhelWveisity of Montana
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G ary S. R an d all 76 writes: “I’m a computer
specialist for the Bureau of Reclamation in Alamosa,
Colo. My wife, Beth, and I have three children:
Nikolaos, Tyler and Adriana. We hope to come back
to Missoula.” Gary lives in La Jara.
M arc Scow 76 lives in Helena, where he works
for the Professional Development Center of the
Montana Department of Administration.
P a tty F lynn A tw ell 77 was appointed interim
Dawson County Elementary Board trustee. She and
her husband, Pat, live in Glendive. They have two
daughters, Lisa and Erin.
Jo h n Com bs 77 was one of six organizers of the
popular UM Alumni band to receive a UM Service
Award at the Grizzlies’ last home football game in
November.
The band, organized in
1988, plays only on
Homecoming weekend.
About fifty to sixty alumni
of all ages, all of whom
played in a UM band,
arrive on Friday of
Homecoming weekend in
time for an afternoon
rehearsal. After a banquet
and a jazz session Friday
night, the band plays
Saturday in the Homecoming parade and during
halftime at the afternoon football game.
Combs graduated with a bachelor’s degree in music
education, then went to the University of Southern
California for a master’s degree. He is the band
director at Hellgate High School in Missoula.

Ja n e t E isner C ornish, M.A. 77, is a business
consultant in Butte.
K evin H artse 77 teaches band and orchestra at
Shadle Park High School in Spokane. He and his
wife, Jane, have a son, Joel, and a daughter, Kendall.
“I moved to Hawaii in June,” writes Paul Lemcke
77. “I’m working as a management trainee for City
Bank in Honolulu.” Paul lives in Mililani.
Bill P o m e ro y 77 is a wildlife biologist for the
Philipsburg District of the Deer Lodge National
Forest. He and his wife, Sandy, have three children:
Josh, Cory and Nicky.
B ob Sim onson 77 is branch manager for Piper,
Jaffray and Hopwood Inc. in Missoula.
D eb o rah S a u th er Singer 77 lives in Billings,
where she is senior energy services representative for
The Montana Power Co. Recently, she was install
ed as national chairman-elect of the Home
Economists in Business board of directors.
Joel V oytoski 77, M.Ed. ’83, is superintendent
of schools in Chester.
Sandra R ivera A uch 78 teaches second grade
at Daly Elementary School in Hamilton. She lives
in Corvallis.
Sum m erfield C . B aldridge 78 is an account
vice president for Paine Webber in Billings.
V ic to r B jornberg 78 lives in Helena, where he
is press secretary for Gov. Stan Stephens.
G ary L. B ow m an 78 is vice president and
general manager of Morgenroth Music Centers Inc.
in Missoula.
K a th ry n B re n d en 78 is an elementary school
principal in Joplin.
B arbara M iller C ooper 78 teaches Spanish at
C.R. Anderson Middle School in Helena.
G ary Lusin, M.Ed. 78, is a therapist at the Butte
Physical Therapy Center.
Jeffrey M . M ah o n 78 is vice president and
senior trust officer for Bank IV in Garden City, Kan.

P atti H untley M onaco 78 teaches kindergarten I
for the Dillon elementary school system.
R ichard F. S chneider 78 lives in Minneapolis '
with his wife, Karol, and their two children. Richard
is marketing manager for Land O ’Lakes butter.
D arrell Stricklin 78 is pharmacist and manager
of Line Western Drug in Columbus.
D avid Strong 78 lives in Missoula, where he
teaches philosophy at UM.
E ric K . A nderson 79, J.D. ’85, is a partner in
the law firm of Crowley, Haughey, Hanson, Toole
and Dietrich in Billings. He and his wife, D ale S.
A nderson x’85, have a daughter, Alexis.
Ju d e th B irdw ell Badgley 79 writes: “I’m the
owner of a motivational company, Success Express,
based in Yuma, Ariz. I’m currently working on a
doctorate in management and human resources.
Although I teach graduate and undergraduate classes
at Northern Arizona University, I still remain loyal
to U of M.”
D avid H . B jornson 79, J.D. ’85, is a partner
in the law firm of Sessions and Monahan in Seattle.
V irginia A. B ryan, J.D. 79, practices law with
the firm of Wright, Tolliver and Guthals in Billings. |
S tephen R. D alin 79 lives in Missoula, where
he works for the Montana University Affiliated Rural
Institute on Disabilities at UM.
Ia n M arquand 79, news director at KPAX-TV
in Missoula, was named the 1991 Montana
Broadcaster of the Year.
M ichael M avros 79 is the athletic trainer at
Montana Tech in Butte.
W endy L. M elgin 79 writes: “I am currently
completing a Ph.D. in hydrological sciences at the
University of California (Davis). I received an M.S.
in hydrology at the University of Nevada (Reno) and
am a senior hydrologist and wetland scientist with
Ebusco Environmental in Sacramento.”
Joy N elson 79, M.B.A. ’91, is vice president of

UN Alumni Gatherings
Coming to [

1

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS AWARD
Each year a t Homecoming, The University of Mon
tana Alumni Association honors outstanding alum
ni. All University alumni and friends are invited
to nominate a graduate or former student.
Recipients of the awards are individuals who have
distinguished themselves in a particular field and
who have brought honor to the University, the
state or the nation. The focus of this award is
career achievement and/or service to The Univer
sity of Montana.
Six awards can be given annually. Two of the six
awards will be reserved for graduates or former
students who attended the University within the
last 15 years.
Nomination forms can be requested by writing the
UM Alumni Office, Brantly Hall, 2nd Floor West,
Missoula, MT, 59812-1313 or by calling (406)
243-5211. Nominations must be submitted by April
15, 1992.
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San Diego
Charter Day
Dinner

Santa Rosa
Golf
Tournament

FEBRUARY 7

FEBRUARY 9

Denver
Gathering
(Details to be
announced)

For more information contact the
UM Alumni Association (406) 243-5211.
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business banking for Norwest Bank in Billings.
The paintings of M alcolm P a tric k O 'L eary 79
were featured at the Bridge Street Gallery in Bigfork
this summer. Malcolm lives in Missoula.
A

P a m A rm s tro n g ’80
teaches grade school physical
education in Cut Bank. She
has two sons, Coley and

FI 1 / 1
9
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J o h n B aken ’80, M.F.A.
’90, teaches creative writing and English at Hysham
School.
Paul M iller ’80 graduated from Northwest Col
lege of Chiropractic. He lives in Minneapolis.
M onica C o n ra d Paoli ’80 is director of
marketing and development for the Alberta Bair
Theater Corp. in Billings.
Jeanette H o rtic k P rodgers ’80 has published
the Butte-Anaconda Almanac, a Day by Day History
of Montana’s Two Greatest Mining and Smelting Towns.
She lives in Butte.
K urt Spencer ’80 is a self-employed logger in Lib
by. This year he won an award from the National
Federation of Interscholastic Officials Association for
his officiating at local and state wrestling matches
and tournaments.
D ean F. Stum voll ’80 is a tax partner for the
accounting firm of Deloitte and Touche’s San Fran
cisco office. He and his wife, Sally Lean Stum voll
’80, live in Pleasant Hill with their son, Ryan.
M ichael Z im m erm an, J.D. ’80, is a vice presi
dent of The Montana Power Co. in Butte.
Capt. D an Z upan ’80 teaches philosophy at the
U.S. Military Academy in West Point, N.Y.
N ancy Blom ’81, M.A. ’85, and her husband,
Guy Rittel, had their first child, Jeremiah, in
February.

A

J im
O ’D a y
’80,
owner/publisher of the
Western Breeze newspaper
in Cut Bank, received a
UM Service Award at the
Grizzlies second home
football game last fall.
After the Cut Bank
native earned a degree in
journalism, he took a job
as a reporter with the Dai
ly Inter Lake in Kalispell.
He became its sports editor in 1981. He returned to
Cut Bank in 1982 to help his father with the Western
Breeze, and was editor and managing editor before
buying the twice-weekly newspaper in 1990.
O ’Day was named to the UM House o f Delegates
in 1987 and served through 1990, when he was
awarded emeritus status. This year he was elected
president o f the recently formed Glacier County
Chapter of the Grizzly Athletic Association. He has
helped organize various UM alumni functions, in
cluding the University bus tour which passed
through Cut Bank in 1989.
O ’Day and his wife, Kathy, have three sons, ages
1 through 6.

“I teach first grade,” writes P a tty G allow ay
C ow an ’81. “I live in Austin, Texas, with my hus
band, Kirk, and son, Thomas. I still say ‘eh?’ ” after
10 years in Texas.”
P atrick Edgar ’81, M.P.A. ’83, lives in Missoula,
where he teaches political science at UM.
B ill N o rto n ’81 is a registered nurse in the
surgical intensive care unit at Deaconess Medical
Center in Billings. In his spare time, he studies owls.

Dean Stumvoll

Dan O ’Boyle

D an O ’Boyle ’81 recently completed the Army's
advanced public affairs course at the University of
South Carolina in Columbia. He and his wife, Marie,
live in St. Louis, where Dan is in charge of media
relations for the Army’s aviation systems command.
They have two daughters, Perchelle and Danielle.
S arah A rn o tt O zm ent, J.D. ’81, lives in Liv
ingston, where she has opened a law office.
“I am a senior accountant in The Montana Power
Co.’s financial reporting department,” writes Laure
Johnston Riley ’81. “My husband, Paul Riley ’80,
works for Silver Bow County. We recently celebrated
the birth of our daughter, Shannon Kelly.” The
Rileys live in Butte.
C y n th ia C arey T h o rn to n , J.D. ’81, lives in
Miles City, where she practices law.
D iana B urke ’82 lives in Walnut Creek, Calif.
She is credit administrator of Bank of Montana in
the Bay area.
C o n rad L. G ilb ert ’82, who lives in Montpelier,
Vt., has published his first book, Vermont Odysseys.
K en Halverson, M.Ed. ’82, is superintendent for
Opheim Schools. He and his wife, Jan, have one son.
Capt. P h ilip R. K ovach ’82 recently returned
from deployment to the Middle East in support of
Operation Desert Storm while serving with Marine

Gift Annuity
Establishing a gift annuity at
The University of M ontana m e a n s .. .
A tax advantage for today.
An income for life.
A gift to the University forever.
/or exam ple, a cou ple ages 70 a n d 6 5 establish an annuity w ith
a $50,000 g ift, th ey w ou ld receive a charitable deduction to lessen th eir
ta x b ill a n d an annuity providin g them an annual incom e o f $ 3 4 5 0
fo r th eir lifetim e. *
As/c you r financial planners a n d Sharen P eters, plan n ed givin g director
a t th e UM Foundation, if an annuity is righ t fo r yo u o r con sider another
plan n ed givin g in stru m en t A ll inquiries are con fiden tial
ra tes a n d charitable deductions are based o n a g es o f th e donor a n d
beneficiary a n d therefore m a y vary. You sh o u ld consult y o u r leg a l a n d financial
advisers w hen m aking a n y pla n n ed gift.

he University of
mM
ontana

FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 7159
Missoula, MT 59807
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Aircraft Wing, Camp Pendleton, Calif.
D oug Rice ’82 is general manager of KKUL-FM
radio station in Billings. He and his wife, Chris, have
a daughter, Melissa.
Jay Shaver ’82 is a physical therapist at North
Valley Hospital in Eureka.
George W u erth n er ’82 who lives in Livingston,
is a free-lance writer and photographer, Recently, his
latest book, a collection of full-color photographs titl
ed Montana, Magnificent Wilderness, was published.
H arvey Alvy, Ed.D. ’83, was one of 59 elemen
tary and middle school principals named as 1991 Na
tional Distinguished Principals by U.S. Education
Secretary Lamar Alexander and Samual G. Sava,
executive director of the National Association of
Elementary School Principals. Harvey is principal of
the American Embassy School in Chanakyapuri,
New Delhi, India.
T im B om part ’83 received his juris doctor degree
from the New York Law School in June.
Gus C ham bers ’83 and Ray E kness ’83, TV
producers and directors for KUFM in Missoula, won
the Montana Broadcasters Association’s 1991 TV
Non-commercial Program of the Year award.
B onnie C raig ’83, J.D. ’88, lives in Missoula,
where she is director of the Native American studies
department at UM.
D onald G leason ’83 and his wife, Linda
H allfrisch Gleason ’83, live in Billings, where Don
is in his ninth year of teaching health and sports
medicine at Billings West High School. They have
two children, Britany and Becka.
Russell H arvey ’83 received his doctor of
medicine degree from the University of Washington
School of medicine this June. He will enter a surgical
residency program at the Maine Medical Center in
Portland.
Scott H ill ’83 is the girl’s basketball coach at

K ’7 2 . £
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Belgrade High School.
Sheila C o rc o ran Laslovich ’83 is Superfund
liaison for the Anaconda Smelter site.
M argo L. Mudge ’83 has earned a master’s degree
in curriculum and instruction from the University
of Colorado in Denver. She is currently teaching in
the Jefferson County School District. Margo lives
in Littleton.
C u rt C oover ’84 is a project hydrologist for Geo
Research Inc. in Helena.
Rollie R edm ond, Ph.D. ’84, teaches at UM’s
Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit.
Jo h n Sw eeney ’84 is a vocalist with an opera
house in Plauen, Germany. He and his wife, Maria,
have three sons: Fergus, Padraig and Finnian.
B arton Y oung ’84 lives in Las Vegas, Nev.,
where he is assistant vice president and district
manager of Coldwell Banker Nevada.
T erry J. A n n alo ra, M. A. ’85, is choral director
at Custer County High School in Miles City. He was
elected president of the Montana Choral Directors
Association and began his two-year term in July.
D o n Bidw ell, M.Ed. ’85, is superintendent of
schools in Belfry.
Debi “D.L.” Dowell, M.S. ’85, is the Lost Horse
wilderness specialist in the Moose Creek Ranger
District for the U.S. Forest Service. Her work area
extends from the Montana border to the Selway
River.
K ristine A. Johnson ’85 received her medical
degree from the University of Washington in 1990
and has completed her first year of pediatrics residen
cy at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston.
T am m y Yeager Lacey ’85 and her husband,
Kevin, live in Fairfield, where Tammy teaches school.
W illiam M cC rary ’85 writes: “I will be a featured
soloist for the Sacramento Symphony concert Oct.
25th-26th. The concert will feature the songs of Cole

Porter.” William lives in Vacaville, Calif.
M ark P artridge ’85 lives in Missoula, where he 1
teaches economics at UM.
A nita M. R ice ’85 lives in Missoula, where she ■
teaches military sciences at UM.
M ichaele R iley ’85, M.B.A. ’87, writes: “I was 1
recently promoted to controller of the North Pacific I
Pool for the Hertz Corp. I’m located in the San Francisco Bay area.”
M elanie M ooney Rosa ’85 is a therapist and 1
clinical director of the Butte Physical Therapy ■*
Center.
P a t S chlauch ’85 is assistant controller at the
Great Falls Tribune.
Joseph E. Thaggard ’85, J.D. ’89, lives in Helena,
where he is a criminal prosecutor for the County Pro
secutor Services Bureau of the Montana Department -j
of Justice.
W ally Ambrose, M.B.A. ’86, lives in Great Falls,
where he operates a financial services and consulting <
■
company.
C indy A stle ’86 is community relations coor- .
dinator for St. Vincent Hospital in Billings.
Capt. Jo h n E. Davis ’86 is the chief of adjutant .
general operations for the adjutant general, XVIII j
Airborne Corps, at Fort Bragg, N.C.
K ris E rekson ’86 lives in Whitefish,' where she i
works at O ’Piccolo’s restaurant and writes a column
for the Whitefish Pilot. She has one daughter, Kenzie.
W endy Flansaas ’86 is a treasury analyst for
Seattle Holdings Corp. in Seattle. Recently, she com- !
pleted examinations and became a certified manage
ment accountant.
Jo h n M cC ann ’86 and Caryn Brinkman were
married Aug. 20, 1988. They live in Seattle, where
Carrie is a social worker with mentally ill homebound
people and John works for King County Medical
Blue Shield as a public service representative.

* o &*<Jc£ -~ .

ENUIROCON, INC.
June 14-26,1992
on The University of Montana campus
This institute offers outstanding high school
students an introduction to university life and study
through participation in an academic course,
dormitory living and recreational activities.
Eligibility requirements include completion
of junior year of high school, GPA of 3.0 (B) or
better, and placement in top 10% of class.
Scholarships covering dormitory housing
and in-state tuition are available.

An Environmental Remediation
and Engineering Company
Looking to Provide Practical Solutions
to the Environmental Problems
of Today
•
•
•
•

Environmental Remedial Actions
Environmental Engineering & Design
Environmental Construction
Remedial Investigations &
Feasibility Studies
• Asbestos Abatement
• Health and Safety Training
• Environmental Site Assessments

Offered in collaboration with The UM Honors College
For a detailed brochure, contact:

Center for Continuing Education & Summer Programs
The University of Montana, Missoula M T 59812
Telephone (406) 243-2094
Ad sponsored by John R. Daily, Inc. of Missoula
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Glenn Pacini, M.B.A. ’86, is director of opera
tions for The Montana Power Co.”s Great Falls
division.
Sandy Sorrell ’86 is a health educator for the
Tribal Health Department in St. Ignatius.
Bill Taylor, M.Ed. ’86, is principal for Harlem
Junior and Senior High School.
Eric T royer ’86 is editor of the Fairbanks Daily
News-Miner’s Heartland magazine in Fairbanks,
Alaska.
T im D onovan ’87 writes: “I am an account
manager for Coca-Cola Bottling Co. West. My wife,
Jennifer Babovich D onovan ’87, and I have one
daughter, Courtney, and another child due in
November.” The Donovans live in Billings.
Jeff Lund ’87 and his wife, R enee H oldorf
Lund ’84, live in Renton, Wash. They both work
in Seattle, where Jeff is a financial consultant for
Piper, Jaffray and Hopwood and Renee is a claim
automation specialist for State Farm Insurance.
M elody P erk in s M artinsen ’87 lives in
Choteau, where she and her husband, Jeff, own the
Choteau Acantha, a weekly newspaper. “We’ve sur
vived our first year of operation,” she writes.
Steve M auer ’87 and his wife, L inda Nitz
Mauer ’81, live in Stamford, Conn. Steve is an ac
count representative for TIAA-CREF in New York
City. He’s also working on an M.B.A. at the Univer
sity of Connecticut. Linda is a charting assistant for
Louis Dreyfus Corp. They have one son, Jake.
A nn E lizabeth M ichaels ’87 is an outpatient
psychotherapist in Duluth, Minn.
K erry A nn M orris ’87 teaches fifth grade at Daly
Elementary School in Hamilton.
Second Lt. Shane Sanders ’87 received silver
wings upon graduation from pilot training at Vance
A.F.B. in Enid, Calif.
E lizabeth Shea ’87 earned a law degree from
Willamette University in Salem, Ore.
V ance E. Sherm an ’87 earned his medical doc
tor degree from the University of Colorado School
of Medicine and is now working on further intern
ship training. He’s also working in internal medicine
at a Denver-area Veterans Administration hospital..
Igor Suchomel ’87 is a hydrologist for the Tribal
Water Division in Pablo.
David K. T urner ’87 and his wife, Gwen Smith
T u rn e r x’86, live in Raleigh, N.C., where David is
chief financial officer of Hedingham, a golf course
community. They have two children, Chase and
Emily Jane.
C hris W eiss, M.S. ’87, teaches science and
coaches track in Sunburst.
“My wife, Jill Munson Wigger, and I own Trailhead
IGA in Fort Benton,” writes M ichael W igger '87.
“We are really excited to be back in Montana and
to be business owners here. We can’t imagine a bet
ter place to raise our two-year-old son, Alex. We en
courage all Grizzlies to stop in and say hello.”
R on Fischer, M.F.A. ’88, an English instructor
at Western Montana College of The University of
Montana in Dillon, received a First Book Award
from the Montana Arts Council.
“In May of this year I married Tim Garrett, a
native Texan,” writes R uth A nn M artinson Gar
re tt ’88. They live in Midland, Texas.
B rian G. Iverson ’88 and K athy Robertson
’88 were married in January 1991. They live in Reno,
Nev., where Brian recently earned his M.S. from the
University of Nevada. They have a daughter, Brianna Rose.
M ichael Joseph ’88 earned a law degree from
Willamette University in Salem, Ore.
Jeff D. K elly ’88 and his wife, Amy Kerzm an
K elly ’88, live in Beckley, W.Va., where Jeff is
general manager for Cellular One of Southern West
Virginia. They have a baby girl, Tercssa, born in July.

First Lt. R obert Laabs '88 received a bronze star
for his platoon’s destruction of Iraq’s Tallil Air Base.
He was one of 100 service people invited to the
Washington Hilton in April for the Congressional
Salute to the Military. Robert and his wife, Mary,
live in Fort Benning, Ga.
B rian Losett, M.B.A. ’88, is assistant store
manager for Power Townsend Co. in Helena.
Eddie Page ’88 is a certified business banking of
ficer for Wells Fargo Bank of California. He lives in
Redondo Beach.
Paul Pilskalns ’88 is a teacher and coach in
Conrad.
Rodney Pogachar ’88 is a librarian for Daly and
Grantsdale elementary schools in Hamilton. He lives
in Corvallis.
Navy Airman B rian P. Schw arz ’88 has com
pleted recruit training in San Diego, Calif.
R ichard P. Stuhlm acher, M.Ed. ’88, is principal
at Malta Elementary School.
Jo h n J. Torm a, M.S. ’88, is the development ad
ministrator and acting executive director of the All
Indian Pueblo Housing Authority, which serves the
housing needs of 11 tribes in New Mexico. John lives
in Albuquerque.
A n th o n y C otignola Jr. ’89 is an annuity tran
saction representative for TIAA-CREF in New York
City. He lives in Peekskill, N.Y.
Suzanne C urtis ’89 received a full scholarship
to Bread Loaf School of English in Middlebury, Vt.,
this summer, and she received another scholarship
from the same school to do research on writing in
the public schools for the 1991-92 school year.
Suzanne lives in LaCrosse, Wis.
Second Lt. Buel J. Dickson ’89 received his silver
wings upon graduation from pilot training at Col
umbus Air Force Base in Columbus, Miss.
Paige Ellison ’89 teaches English at Cut Bank
High School. She and her husband, Jake, have a
daughter, Hannah.
Susan M orse Fisk ’89 teaches German and
English at Hamilton High School.
Shelly Fyant ’89 is administrative assistant at the
tribal cultural center in Pablo.
Bev Beck G lueckert, M.F.A. ’89, is an artist
in Missoula. This summer her work was shown at
Paris Gibson Square Museum of Art in Great Falls.
D eborah H anson, M.B.A. ’89, is administrator
of the American Red Cross blood services Montana
region in Great Falls.
C hris H athaw ay ’89 is with the Peace Corps in
Nepal assisting the Nepalese Forestry Department.
Since February 1990, he’s been posted as the first
volunteer in the remote ridge-top village of
Gamghadi. He “enjoys receiving mail—and writes
back!” His address is c/o Peace Corps 169/A, G.P.O.
613, Kathmandu, Nepal.
Bryce A. Jackm an ’89 earned a master of science
degree in hospital pharmacy from The University
of Kansas. He works as an ambulatory care super
visor in the pharmacy department for the Universi
ty of Iowa hospitals and clinics in Iowa City.
K athleen Magone, J.D. ’89, is assistant professor
of paralegal studies at the College of Great Falls.
G w enyth Mapes, M.F.A. ’89, lives in Missoula,
where she teaches humanities at UM.
M ary Jane M cCalla, J.D. ’89, works as a pro
secutor for the Billings city attorney.
D evin B. O ’N eill ’89 writes: “Recently I have
been transferred from Atlanta to Jacksonville, Fla.,
as a medical sales representative for Dynamed Corp.
I’m seeking fellow UM alums in Jacksonville.”
B illie P frim m er-B illheim er ’89 lives in
Houston, where she teaches school. This summer,
she took part in the Houston Elementary Science
Alliance workshop, which focused on innovative
techniques to make the sciences interesting for
students.
T hom as R. Sw enson, M.B.A. ’89, lives in

Missoula, where he teaches accounting at UM.
Rose A n n C helin i W astjer ’89 was selected as
one of the Oustanding Women of America for 1991.
Rose A nn lives in Missoula.
A
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Joe B in er ’90 is a licensed outfitter in Montana and
a licensed white-water guide
1^^
in Utah. He lives in Darby,
m M f |^ l
where he owns the Rainbow
J
Guide Service.
L aurie C hildress, M.A. ’90, is an elementary
counselor and coaches tennis in Darby.
Shaw n F. Clouse, M.B.A. ’90, lives in Missoula
and works for the Montana University Affiliated
Rural Institute on Disabilities at UM.
C indy D em m ons ’90 teaches first grade at
Washington Elementary School in Hamilton.
L onna H ansen ’90 is employment coordinator
at Deaconess Medical Center in Billings.
Sherri M. L in h a rt ’90 was selected one of the
Outstanding Women of America for 1991, and also
was named Redcoat of the Year by the Missoula
Chamber of Commerce. Sherri lives in Missoula,
where she is co-op coordinator for UM’s Cooperative
Internship Program.
D ebbie M orris ’90 was selected one of the
Outstanding Women of America for 1991. Debbie
lives in Florence.
C orinne H ilde Solonar ’90 lives in Mogami,
japan, where she teaches English.
A m ber L. U n d e rh ill ’90 and Oscar McLaurin
were married Sept. 7, 1991. Amber is a copy and
design editor for the Great Falls Tribune.
P e ter W ebber, Ed.D. ’90, is a counselor at the
Medicine Tree Clinic in Arlee.
N ancy A rnold, M.A. ’91, lives in Missoula,
where she is project coordinator, research specialist
and instructor for the Montana University Affiliated
Rural Institute on Disabilities at UM.
M
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N ew lan d and Com pany
A Professional Company
B U TT E
D IL L O N

DEER L O D G E

R. L. CRIPPEN

D. ANDERSON

D . W . PECK
R. W . H A N N I

OUELLETTE
M . E. JO H N S

J. F. BURNS
R. L. T A M B LY N
P. J. BURT

R. J. LYONS
J. N . N E W L A N D
W . B. H O R N

T-Shirts from
M oose's Saloon in M ontana!

Wear one of our T-shirts, even if you won't be back for awhile.
For free color brochure w ith designs and prices, write:
M oostly Mooses, PO Box 668, K alispell, Montana 59903
P h o n e: 1-406-755-6667 FAX: 1-406-257-2338
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Class Notes
C raig C iairm ont ’91, a French teacher in Coos
Bay, Ore., received a National Endowment for the
Humanities scholarship to spend the summer of 1992
in Paris studying the drama of Moliere.
W es Coy ’91 teaches school in Joliet. He and his
wife, Janet, have two children, David and Amy.
K ate H osford ’91 was selected one of the
Outstanding Women of America for 1991. Kate lives
in Missoula.
T ia R ikel R obbin, J.D. ’91, practices law with
the firm of Wickens, Herzer and Panza in Lorain,
Ohio.
D ennis L. Swibold, M.A. ’91, lives in Missoula,
where he teaches journalism at UM.

Births
Jacob Thomas to B rian L illetvedt 75, J.D. 78,
and Terry Lilletvedt, July 7, 1991, in Havre.
Alexis to Eric K . A nderson 79, J.D. ’85, and
D ale S. A nderson x’85, July 23, 1991, in Billings.
Arnica to W illa C arr Lande ’81 and Dick Lande,
Dec. 11, 1990, in Seattle.
Shannon Kelly to Laure Johnston Riley ’81 and
P aul Riley ’80, April 27, 1991, in Butte.
Eric Daniel to V irginia V ickers B raun, M.A.
’84, and E ric R. B raun, Ph.D. ’89, Aug. 1, 1991,
in Missoula.
Hailee Allyson to R enee H o ld o rf Lund ’84 and
Jeff Lund ’87, June 23, 1991, in Renton, Wash.
Brianna Rose to B rian Iverson ’88 and Kathy
Iverson, Aug. 8, 1991, in Reno, Nev.
Marlena Katharine to Elizabeth Russell Serviss
’88 and Jeffrey Serviss ’91, July 15, 1991, in
Missoula.
Zane Emory to B eth A n n Frye ’91 and Kent
Nelson, April 23, 1991, in Kalispell.

In Memoriam
The Alumni Association extends sympathy to the
families of the following alumni, friends and faculty:
R onald S. K ain ’22, Washington, D.C.
Louisa A. Sponheim Jones ’22, Great Falls
Eugenie F ro h lich e r M cG regor ’23, M.Ed. ’58,
Helena
Azlyn H ay ’24, Spokane
O live M cK ay K ain ’24, Washington, D.C.
H e len B lair W alters x’26, Winter Park, Fla.
B u rtt R. Sm ith ’27, Lacey, Wash.
A nnabel M acK enzie C ow an ’28, Havre
D o ro th y E arl Foss x’29, Portland, Ore.
D onald D . Foss ’30, Portland, Ore.
F red H . M ass ’30, Thompson Falls
C ecil D u n n ’31, Scotia, N.Y.
A lbert E rickson ’31, Helena
D eane S. Jones ’31, Poison
M argaret G riffing Stevens x’32, Mesa, Ariz.
M a rtin T. G rande, J.D. '33, Missoula
H ilm er N. H ansen ’33, Helena
F ra n k L. Benson, J.D. ’34, Boise
Je an n ette E lderling D eC ock ’34, Hysham
K a th ry n K elly H agerty x’34, Orange, Calif.
E lizabeth W ebster “ Bess” Spaulding ’34,
Kalispell
M arybelle K erin Stiers ’34, Everett, Wash.
Jo h n A. Fabatz x’35, Las Vegas, Nev.
W illiam G iltn er ’36, Temple Hills, Md.
K a th erin e “ K ay” T h ra ilk ill R eardon x’36,
Missoula
N orm a M. H am m er R oskie ’36, Great Falls
E arl H . H all ’37, Woodburn, Ore.
P aul A. Judge ’37, Corrales, N.M.
L eo C. V alito n ’37, Berkeley, Calif.

P eo p le... DADCO’s
K ey to a Successful
and Growing
Company
Over the years, DADCO has been
able to attract U o f M alumni who
are experienced, motivated and
p ro fessio n a l p eo p le. T h ese
alum ni make significant con
tributions to their communities
as volunteers, teachers, coaches,
foundation members, and are
active participants in a range of
other community services.

DADCO
34

D.A. Davidson & Co.
Financial Aims Corp.
TrustCorp
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Ian B. Davidson . . . '53
Jerry l \i c k e r ...........’53
Delores Landsverk ex ’54
Johan M ille r...........’56
Stu N icholson..........’59
Bob Bragg
(TVustCorp)............’62
Fred Donich.............’62
John M ieyr......e x ’63
Dick R o g n a s..... ’63
Bob Braig............’64
Pat Connors........’65
Bill Beaman . . . . ’67/72*
Bob Lehrkind . . . ex ’68*
Jim S e a rle s.............. ’68
G re g B a rk u s ............ ’69
Paul E ichw ald.......... ’69
Don Knutson
(TVustCorp)__. e x ’70
Jim P u rd y .......'70/73
Art T h d e j............ ’71

Great Falls
Kalispell
Great Falls
Great Falls
Great Falls
Great Falls
Butte
Great Falls
Lewiston
Kalispell
Butte
Helena
Bozeman
Great Falls
Kalispell
Missoula
Great Falls
Great Falls
Great Falls

R obert I. C h o ate x’39, Red Lodge
P e rry M oholt ’39, Missoula
Stanley H . Shaw ’39, Carmel, Calif.
Russell T h a rp x’39, Spokane
W anda K eene R a th e rt x’40, Wolf Point
C ecile M . M orrison ’42, Livingston
Edw ard M. Seieroe ’42, Tucson, Ariz.
D oris H olzknecht Jennings x’43, Missoula
Louis C. Stevens ’47, Mesa, Ariz.
M arilyn Scott Cam pbell x’48, Watsonville, Calif.
LaV onne M. Cam pbell M cElroy ’48, Great Falls
Edm und C. O ’B rien ’48, Bigfork
V ic to r O. R einem er ’48, Helena
H ow ard W elto n ’48, Coeur d’Alene
B ernice L. Regis ’49, Billings
P e ter M. Rigg ’49, Great Falls
Jo h n K . Beum ee ’50, Denver
Beverly Burgess Frankenfield ’50, Sevema Park,
Md.
C lin to n J. H ansen ’51, J.D. ’56, Tucson, Ariz.
G ilbert M . M eyer ’51, Eugene, Ore.
B ruce E. R ector ’51, Helena
W ilford G. Poppie, M.Ed. '52, Moscow, Idaho
W illiam B rum ley ’53, M.Ed ’57, Havre
C harles R. C rossm an x’53, Drummond
D o ro th y A llen H atfield, J.D. ’54, Great Falls
R od Lewis, M.A. ’54, Butte
D elb ert Sw erdfeger ’55, Bardstown, Ky.
D elbert “ Stash” A shm ore ’60, Missoula
P a tric k M. H arstead, M.A. ’66, Butte
M arvin L. M ickens ’69, Phoenix, Ariz.
D eraid J. A nderson 70, Butte
K e ith E. H augo 74, Forsyth
Earl G ooley, M.Ed. 76, Helena
M ary Lou L ester Schlegel, J.D. 78, Bozeman
K evin M ichael L arson ’81, Helena
Jean P rice Spoon x’83, Missoula
D ebra N elson P arfit ’90, St. Ignatius

Scott W ink...................’70 Havre
Dick Hughes . . . ’72/73* Missoula
Mark Brown ........... ’72 Butte
Mike Houtonen . . . . ’72 Kalispell
Bill N ew m an..............’76 Butte
Phil Ferszyk.................’76 Missoula
John Bebee
(TVustCorp) . . . ’78/80* Great Falls
Brad D u g d a le ............’80 Coeur d ’Alene
Susan Ross..................’79 Great Falls
Mary B rennan............’80 Great Falls
Kreg Jo n es.................. ’80 Great Falls
John Dayries
(Faculty) . . . '67 to ’80 Missoula
Marc Glass.................. ’84 Missoula
Rob Braig.................... ’88 Kalispell
Bill G ra v es......... e x ’88 Coeur d ’Alene
Doug Nicholson--------’89 Great Falls
Aaron R u d io ............. ’90 Great Falls
’Graduate School

D.A. Davidson St Co. offers a professional training program. If such an opportunity
interests you. contact (Jerry Meyer, Vice President. lYaining, D.A. Davidson St Co..
Box 5015. Great Falls. Montana 5940.1. or call (406) 727-4200 or 1-800-3.12-5915.

Class N otes

New Life Members of
UM Alumni Association
John H . Badgley ’52, Ithaca, N.Y.
K eith W . B aer ’86, Missoula
K arla C h an d ler B ailey ’64, Napa, Calif.
Scott D. B aldw in ’80, Park City, Utah
P atricia K elsch B artholom ew 75, Bozeman
D onald L. B eckers ’83, Lake Oswego, Ore.
R oderick L. B lades ’65, Nanton, Alberta
C harles W . Bloom ’57, Fountain Valley, Calif.
Peggy H augen Bloom 71, Fountain Valley, Calif.
Joan M arie B re in e r ’86, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
R obert H en ry B rick ley ’60, St. Louis
R obert Joseph B row n ’88, Whitefish
Scott M . B row n 70, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
Susan Stoecking B row n ’81, Whitefish
G len C am pbell ’86, Seattle
Sharilyn M cG uire C am pbell ’87, Seattle
M artha V a n H averbeke C arb in e ’37, Ronan
C harles H ung C hang ’55, Norristown, Pa.
R ichard R. C urdy ’57, Bellevue, Wash.
C. Bob D avis Jr. ’59, Bellevue, Wash.
W ayne E. D eR eu ’69, Minot AFB, N.D.
K a th erin e S ullivan D elaney 76, Missoula
T h eo d o re M . D elaney 75, Missoula
D aniel K . E anes 70, Burke, Va.
H elen M orrison Eckelm an ’84, Tuluksak, Alaska
F ra n k F lynn ’41, Great Falls
Jam es A. F o rd ’82, Boise, Idaho
B arbara K elsch F o rtu n a te 73, Missoula
N o rm an V. F o rtu n a te ’80, Missoula
A lbert J. G alen '50, Los Angeles
Sheila S ullivan G alen ’52, Los Angeles
D a rren D avid G entile ’90, Calgary, Alberta
R o b e rt B. G essler 73, Nashville, Tenn.
Augustus G eorge G ianis ’68, Fort McMurray,
Alberta
H ow ard C. G ibson ’58, Calgary, Alberta
N o rm an H . G rosfield 71, Helena
Sheila Stephens H all 76, Missoula
Steven A. H all 75, Missoula
R obert D . H a n so n ’67, Spokane
j T hom as H . H ayes ’88, West Point, N.Y.
W a lte r M ark H ennessey 79, Butte
D avid C harles H ergesheim er ’83, Kalispell
K a rin T u ck e r H ergesheim er ’83, Kalispell
K ristine Lee H icks ’82, Columbus, Ohio
T hom as S. H ines Jr. ’63, Billings
G. D avid H o llec k er ’63, Reno, Nev.
C. R ichard H ughes 73, Missoula
Pam ela M essing H ughes ’67, Missoula
Jo h n G regory H u rsh ’82, San Mateo, Calif.
W ayne J. K ry w k o ’64, Calgary, Alberta
F a t C. Lam ’87, Beltsville, Md.
D aniel O . L arson ’65, Libby
K ay B aldw in Larson, Libby
L oreen M arie L eonard ’87, Spokane
Solom on E. Levy ’81, New York City
W illiam H . L ien ’56, San Jose, Calif.
R od A. L incoln ’65, Clinton
T e rry W . Lindsay ’69, Clancy
Russell T . Lund ’85, Minneapolis
Lois Sperling Lyon ’57, Prosser, Wash.
M ichael D . Lyon ’57, Prosser, Wash,
j T om D . M athew s 79, Great Falls
H ow ard F. M cC racken ’68, Fayetteville, N.C.
Je ri L ynn M cC rackin, Fayetteville, N.C.
Douglas S. M cM ain ’84, Turnersville, N.J.
Jam es P. M cN ally ’60, Billings
: Judy M ayes M cN ally, Billings
D aryl L. M cV icker 73, Garden City, Kansas
Jacqueline M orris-H ayes ’88, West Point, N.Y.
K evin C. M urphy ’81, Windsor, Calif.
C alvin Ness ’58, Harlowton
Je rry L. N ordstrom ’60, Billings

D o n ald R. O lse n ’64, Kent, Wash.
Jesse T . P a rk s ’68, Conrad
F o rest J. P aulson ’51, Anchorage, Alaska
P en elo p e W ag n e r Peabody ’61, Mercer Island,
Wash.
M arilyn M cQ uestion P earso n ’67, Helena
T hom as W . P e a rso n ’67, Helena
E laine Stoeser P e rry 76, Silver Spring, Md.
T hom as A. R ing ’59, Casper, Wyo.
K e n n e th G. R obison ’60, Springfield, Va.
M ichael Edw ard R om an ’87, Bullhead City, Ariz.
Jack Selway ’68, San Francisco
P a tric k K . S heehan 74, Wilmette, 111.
D ouglas C. Sheppard ’48, Tempe, Ariz.
M ary Belle L ockhart Sheppard ’48, Tempe, Ariz.
P a tric k M . Sim ons 78, Shelby
D iane C o re tte Sim perm an ’65, Mercer Island,
Wash.
R o b e rt M . Sm all ’61, Missoula
R ich ard D . T h o rso n ’68, Vacaville, Calif.
C h ristia n D. T w eeten 74, Helena
K helly J. W eb b 72, Long Beach, Calif.
R oger A . W est ’63, Seattle
D avid J. W ill ’66, Red Deer, Alberta
Jam es A. W illits ’67, Fort Benton
B. F red W o lfru m ’57, Spangle, Wash.
Steven E. Y oung ’85, Salt Lake City

Schedule of Events
For more information, call UM ’s Alumni Office, (406)
243-5211.

February
7

9
20

San Diego Charter Day reception and
silent auction. For more information call
Myra Shulz (619) 239-1704 or Nichole
Mortensen Bergonzi (619) 931-8385, ext.
6355.
Santa Rosa, Calif., golf tournament
UM Charter Day

M arch
27

Palm Desert—Denver, Colo, gathering;
details to be announced

A pril
11
25

Western Pennsylvania gathering
Central &. Eastern Pennsylvania gathering

M ay
15-17

Alumni College, Flathead Lake Lodge

June
4-6
Reunions of classes of 1932 and 1942
6
Commencement
June 15July 6 ChinaTour with Professor Evan Denney

August
8

Dinner cruise, Coeur d’Alene, ID

Septem ber
24-26

Homecoming 1967 and 1952 class reunions
All Canada reunion. If you are Canadian
and reside outside Canada, please notify UM
Alumni Association if you wish to be invited
to the reunion events. (406) 243-5211

O ctober
16- 17 UM Parents Association Family Weekend
24
Grizzly-Bobcat football, Missoula
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UM
l i c e n s e P la te
Friends and alumni of
The University o f Mon
tana may buy the official
UM License Plate featur'
ing the school's colors,
image of Main Hall and
logo.
Approved by the Mon'
tana Legislature, these
plates are available now
fo r $22.50 a year; $22 of
that will be deposited in
UM’s scholarship fund.
Current holders of
Montana plates may buy
UM plates when renew'
ing their license plates
through each county’s
Motor Vehicle
Department.
So far over 1,000 plates
have been sold
generating $20,000 + for
UM’s Scholarship fund.
Join in this worthwhile
endeavor and support
The University of
Montana!
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GRADUATION RATE CONTROVERSY

Don Habbe

Bill Moos

Last November President Bush signed into law the
Student Right-to-Know and Campus Security Act. Among
other things, this law requires colleges and universities to
report graduation rates of all students, including those of
student athletes. Although the law does not require
universities to begin reporting graduation rates until 1993,
several journals have recently conducted surveys of
graduation rates at U.S. colleges and universities.
In March 1991, The Chronicle of Higher Education reported
that 13.6 percent of Grizzly freshmen football players
entering UM in 1984 graduated five years later, ranking
UM last in the Big Sky Conference. USA Today published
an NCAA survey in June 1991 putting the overall UM
student graduation rate at 29 percent and student-athlete
rate at 24.6 percent for students entering in 1984 and
graduating in 1989.
Don Habbe, provost and academic affairs vice president,
and Bill Moos, athletic director, addressed UM’s graduation
rate in a question-and-answer session with the Montanan
editorial board.

Q: M SU also had a n open-adm issions policy, yet the
U SA T oday survey gives th e graduation ra te for U M as
29 percen t over a five-year w indow and MSU as 41 per
cen t. Is th e re som ething unique about T h e U niversity
o f M ontana th a t w ould explain why we graduate few er
of o u r en te rin g freshm en th an M ontana State?
H abbe: There are some differences among the students at the
two institutions: We’ve had a higher proportion of nontraditional students than MSU; we’ve had a higher proportion
of students working than at MSU; our financial aid approach
has tended to emphasize work-study. Some of it may have to
do with the differences in academic programs—the difference
between engineering and liberal arts.

Q: P rovost H abbe, you re p o rte d e arlie r this year
th a t th e num ber o f undergraduate degrees granted
by T he U niversity o f M ontana is com parable to the
n um ber of en te rin g freshm en four years earlier. Yet
th e graduates a re predom inately n o t those same
en terin g freshm en. T his indicates a change in the
student body. Is the low U M graduation rate a
result of p o o r retention?

Q: W o n ’t people say th a t if all the schools in the USA
T oday and C hronicle surveys w ere judged by the same
c riteria , th ere m ust be som e validity to the charge th at
o u r graduation ra te is am ong the low est cited?

H abbe: If you look at the nature of UM’s student body,
particularly the proportion of students who work and those
who drop out and come back, the relationship between our
graduation rate and our enrollment is a fairly healthy one.
But I think what should concern us is: Are we bringing
students to UM who probably could succeed and for
various reasons don’t?

H abbe: This is not an alibi, but we do have some
questions about the guidelines used. Jim Olomon (director
of Institutional Research) is convinced that schools
reported very haphazardly because the guidelines were so
inadequate. Nonetheless, I believe President Dennison is
entirely correct in asserting that UM should commit to
achieving higher graduation rates than our current
numbers.

Q: C om pared w ith o th er institutions, w e seem to
have a n unusually large n um ber of students
tran sferrin g o u t and in. Is th a t also tru e of our
student athletes? D o som e of them go th ro u g h th eir
four years of eligibility, th e n transfer to com plete a
degree at a n o th e r institution?
Moos: Yes. A good example is our women’s basketball
program. The recent USA Today survey showed a low
graduation rate. However, in the thirteen years our present
coach, Robin Selvig, has been with us, literally every
woman basketball player has graduated—not every one
from UM. There are some that have transferred to other
schools and graduated. Another factor is that many are
graduating after the five-year focus of the survey.
Q: U M statistics indicate th at 50 p e rce n t o f the
freshm en do n o t re tu rn a fte r th e ir first year. W hat
w ill you do differently to increase retention?
H abbe: Probably the single most effective measure to
improve our graduation rate is to become more selective.
The dilemma here is if admission standards become too
selective or too restrictive, students who would benefit from
a college education and should have the opportunity to
come to a university are going to be excluded. ... We have
to do a better job with the students during the freshman
and sophomore years. Also, we need to do a better job
with students who have weaknesses or inadequacies of
preparation in one area, such as math or writing skills.
And we need to do better in the financial aid area.
Q: M ontanans take egalitarian pride in having open
access to th e ir university system. W h at do you see
as the relationship betw een o u r long-standing open
en ro llm en t policy and our relatively low graduation
rate?
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H abbe: The data that were reported in the USA Today
survey represented The University of Montana while we
were an open admissions institution for in-state students.
Admission standards and a college preparatory curriculum
were adopted only a year ago, so it’s not surprising that
our graduation rates are considerably lower than a lot of
Division I institutions, particularly those reported in the
USA Today article.
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Q: Students cite the num ber of cred it hours required
to graduate in four years as one of the reasons it
takes so long to graduate from UM . A re we
com parable w ith o th er schools?
Habbe: We require 190 credits and are on the high end
for quarter schools. If you plan to graduate in four years,
you need to take sixteen credit hours every quarter.
Q: M r. Moss, the p resident has asked you and the
U niversity A thletic C om m ittee to recom m end ways
to increase o u r graduation rate w ithin a sh o rter
tim e fram e. W h a t are som e of those options?
Moos: Because of the number of credits required, it could
take an athlete six years to graduate while taking the
minimum number of hours to be eligible to play under
NCAA regulations. Conflicts with practice times don’t
allow student athletes to take classes when they should.
This postpones graduation. In addition, we don’t have
financial aid for summer school. Most Division I programs
around the country will offer student athletes financial aid
so they can attend summer school and hopefully graduate
on time. Other schools offer post'eligibility financial aid.
Also, many NCAA Division I programs have an academic
coordinator who coordinates academics for student
athletes, provides tutors, works with advisers, organizes
study tables and monitors progress. We are in the process
of working with Jim Flightner (dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences) and the University College in an effort to
establish such a position.
Another thing that will help is the NCAA restricting
athletic activity to twenty hours per week. This rule was
passed at the NCAA convention last January and took
effect at the beginning of this school year. As a result,
there are reductions in practice and meeting times, which
allow student athletes to devote more time to academics.

Be part
of the
“Centennial
Circle”

Please fill in the broken lines with the
letters exactly as you would like to see
them on your brick(s). You may use up
to three lines of 14 characters per line
for each brick. Spaces and punctuation
count as characters. All letters will be in
capitals. If necessary, use additional
sheets of paper for more bricks. Please
print clearly:

The University of Montana celebrates its 100th birthday
in 1993, and you can be part of its history for genera
tions to come.
The Grizzly Circle is undergoing a facelift. The unpaved
area below the grizzly bear sculpture at the base of the
oval will be paved with bricks. These bricks forming the
CENTENNIAL CIRCLE, will be engraved with names of
special people. These special people could include you,
your classmates, family members, friends, teachers, cur
rent or future UM students or anyone else you would
like to honor.
By purchasing a brick for $100, you will help fund the
programs and activities planned for The University of
Montana Centennial Celebration in 1993. Proceeds from
the CENTENNIAL CIRCLE will also fund campus renova
tion projects.

Please clip and mail the order form and a $100 payment for each brick in an envelope
addressed to The University of Montana Centennial Office, 330 Brandy Hall, Missoula.
MT 59812. Make checks payable to: Centennial Bricks.
You will receive a written verification of your order. Upon receipt, you'll have two
weeks to respond should any information be incorrect. If no response is received,
the order will be processed as is. All orders are final. No cancellations or refunds
will be accepted.
$ 100 per brick. Number of bricks:_________________

--------------------------------------------------------------Buyer's Name--------------------------------------------------------------

Total am ount 1

-----------------------------------------------------

Please bill m y credit card: MasterCard__________

Address---------------------------------------------------------- —

VISA_______________ Expiration date:______________
r
----------------------

c ,ty -------------------- State:---------------------- Zip:------------

Name as it appears on card_______________________
rr
------------------------------------

D.
. ... . .
.
„
,
Phone. Work (---------)-----------Home: (----------)-----------

Signature of card h o ld er_ _________________________

For more information. contact: The
University of Montana Centennial Of
fice, Room 330,
Brandy Hall. Mis
soula, MT 59812;
(406) 243-2649.
Thank you for your
support!
..
, .
(Donations are deductible to the fu ll extent
provided by law)

Show off your
favorite state to your favorite people.
Subscribe to Montana Magazine for yourself and a friend to
remind them of the places they’ve been or want to go within the Big Sky Country.
Six colorful issues highlight the people, the cities, the wildlife and make sure you see the
travel possibilities between east & west and Glacier Park to Yellowstone Park.

f MONTANA SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM"1
M

|

A

G

A

Z

I

N

E

Send checks payable to:
MONTANA Magazine
c/o Office of News and Publications
Brantly Hall
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
□ 6 Issues (1 year) $15
□ 12 Issues (2 years) $27

I_________________

The University of

M ontana

Office of University Relations
224 Brantly Hall
Missoula, MT 59812-1313

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

NAME
ADDRESS
TOWN
STATE

ZIP

A dd $3 per year for Canadian and other foreign subscriptions.
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